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Police investigate homicide
► Evidencefrom the
' autopsy leads authoritiesto believefemale's
death was suspicious.
CYNTHIA KOPKOWSKI

assistant news editor
Police retrieved the body of
j* a Clemson student from Lake
Hart well last Thursday, but
investigators have been unable
I to produce any suspects, or
even the cause of death.
The fully-clothed body of
Stacy Brooke Holsonback, an

18-year-old freshman, was
found near the Y-Beach area of
the lake, about a mile from
campus, at around noon. The
death is being treated as a
homicide.
"Medical evidence from the
autopsy leads us to believe [the
death] was suspicious," said
Oconee County Coroner Karl
Addis. "Due to the ongoing
nature of the tests, I can not
comment on what we found at
autopsy."
According to Addis, there
were no external markings
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STUDENT DEATH: Divers remove the young woman's bodyfrom Lake
Hartwell near Y-Beach Thursday morning.
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I ►► All members living in thejratei
thefraternity's
ity's hall mustfind
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visible on Holsonback's body
when it was examined at the
scene. In a press conference
last Friday, Addis refused to
comment on whether or not
further tests had revealed any
internal injuries, which could
indicate sexual assault.
Following the initial autopsy, investigators from the
South
Carolina
Law
Enforcement Division conducted toxicological tests to
determine whether or not
Holsonback had ingested any
SHE HOMICIDE, PAGE 9

RELIGIOUS TIDE HITS CAMPUS

TAYLOR

circulation manager

Plethora of religious
organizations on
campus allows students
tofollow their faith

Last Tuesday, the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity received sanctions from the University bringing about the loss of recognition for a year, begin• ning immediately and ending Dec. 31,1997.
These sanctions were handed down as a
result of an incident that occurred Jan. 25
een the members of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities,
lat night, members of Sigma Phi Epsilon
entered the Sigma Alpha Epsilon hall and
induced fights, according to Christopher
Hunter, president ot Sigma Phi Epsilon.
"Roughly three groups of our guys ended
up at their hall with differing intentions," said

CYNTHIA KOPKOWSKI

assistant news editor
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I NET SURFING: Clemson's web page was infil
\ trated by hackers Sunday.

Hackers crack
'CU homepage
]•► Clemson wasoneoften to twelve
j systems on the internet that was brokeninto.
MIKE MCCOMBS

I

ditor

Students who accessed the ClemWeb
j home page between 12:30 a.m. and 2:30 a.m.
j Sunda. got quite a surprise. Hackers broke
j into the Clemson system, along with ten to
e other systems on the Internet, replacLlng the home page and several other pages
with pages filled with text about how they
broke into systems and why things like credit
I card numbers will never be sale.
L According to Barry Johnson, Clemson's
webmaster, the hackers broke in through a
j hole in the system at about 12:33 a.m.
Johnson was alerted to the problem and
SEE WEB, PAGE
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LIGHT FROM ABOVE: ( he Fort Hill
i ian Church bcatedon
College Avenue has worship services on Sundaysai 10:30p.m.

Wal king past the campus bookstore, one
can hardly miss the large hand-painted
signs plastered along the brick wall
advertising religious meetings with the
promise of "sharing fellowship and pizza" or "praying for unsaved family members." Students huffing
and puffing on the stairmaster at Fike wear Tshirts emblazoned with the crucifixion of Christ,
and the Sunday-morning pilgrimage to the downtown churches is a tradition on the Clemson campus. The posters, T-shirts and service attendance
are all indicators of a movement gathering
renewed strength on campus — Christianity.
Flipping through an area phone book, there are
28 churches listed in the city of Clemson alone.
The listing reads like a who's who of religious
denominations: Baptist, Catholic, Lutheran,
Mennonite, Methodist, Presbyterian and Unitarian,
to name a few.
In the past week, interested students could have
filled their engagement calendars with a plethora
ol meetings at which to worship on campus:
Reformed University Fellowship, The Navigators,
Campus Crusade tor Christ, Catholic mass and the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes are only some of
the possibilities.
In order to obtain a firsthand perspective on
whatever it was that was sending students to
demonstrate their religious faith in steadilyincreasing numbers, I decided to pencil several ol
the meetings into my own calendar for the upcom ing week. When the beginning of the week rolled
around, I took a deep breath, grabbed a notepad
and pen and prepared to lind out what was motivating this resurgence of Christianity on campus.
The first stop on this fact-finding mission was at
Holtzendorf Hall on a Tuesday evening for a meeting of the Reformed University Fellowship (RUF).
As a conservative Roman Catholic. I steeled m;
for what I was sure would be a rambunctious
sion of overwrought testifying in praise ot the Lord,
ling could
om the truth.
ructured as part fellowship and part theolo
lesson, the group opened with a harmonious rendition i
oligious hymns and spent the
rider ol the meeting intend) studying the Book
ol Joshua under the leadershipol David Sii
Sinclair is the RUF campus minis
that
ing highly \ isibleat (
n light of
the recent
i involvemi
>n with Sinclair yielded insight regarding the
sign Hi
faith on campus.
FAITH, PAGE 8
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New law deters under age smokers
Support group available
to help students cope
Dr. Hope Threadgill will be
leading the Grief and Loss
Group every Tuesday this
semester, from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the Student Senate
chambers.
Sponsored by Counseling
and Psychological Services, the
group is available for those
who have been touched by the
losses of several Clemson students in recent months.
The group is designed to
serve as a safe place where
people can come together,
share and assist one another
in the healing process. The
next meeting of the group will
be Tuesday, March 4.
Coordinators of the group
stress its confidentiality; participants are asked to attend on
a regular basis, in addition to
signing a commitment of confidentiality.

Former Clemson football
champion to speak at
leadership seminar
Vernie Anthony, a member
of the 1981 National Champion
Clemson football team, will be
the featured speaker at the
March 6 LEAD seminar.
Thursday's seminar will be held
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m in 212
Brackett Hall.
The seminar is the fourth in
a continuing series sponsored
by the University Office of
Orientation, Leadership and
Disability Services.
Each program is conducted
by a leadership consultant
from the office and is highlighted by a leader from the community.

Aramark sponsors
Nutrition/Health Fair
Aramark will be sponsoring
the Fifth-Annual Nutrition/
Health Fair, on Thursday, March
6 at Schilletter Dining Hall from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The event is
planned to coincide with
National Nutrition Month, and
the focus will be on the latest
health and nutrition information
with the theme of "Taking Care
of You."
Representatives will answer
questions and offer samples,
prizes, sport bottles, free food,
fitness tips and blood pressure, fat and cholesterol testing. Half of Schiletter's dining
space will be used to accommodate this year's fair displays.
Over 270 local and national
companies, area hospitals,
University departments and
organizations were invited to
participate. The Fair is open to
the public.
The Clemson University
Wellness Center is providing
total cholesterol screening for
$5; total cholesterol with HDL
screening for $11; and total
cholesterol, HDL and glucose
screening for $12. Cannon
Memorial Hospital will have a
body-fat analysis station
where tests will be available
for $3.

Student Health Fair in
Union promotes
awareness
The second annual Student
Health Fair will be held on
Tuesday, March 4, in the
Student Union.
Sponsors of the event
include the Student Health
Advisory Committee, Student
Government and Redfern
Health Center. The theme for
this year's event is "Healthy
Living Through Education."
Information provided promotes health awareness by furnishing students with blood
pressure, vision and sickle-cell
screening, nutritional guidelines and other pertinent health
information. Topics such as
breast and testicular self-examination and smoking cessation
will be discussed.
- compiled by Cynthia Kopkowski
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► Tobacco companies support the effort
to restrict distribution of cigarettes and
chewing tobacco to minors.
TONY FREDDOUNO

staff writer
Heading out for a pack of smokes? Better make
sure you've got your ID! Effective today, vendors are
required by federal regulation to verify the age of
would-be tobacco product purchasers who have
not reached their 27th birthday
The new Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
law, intended to significantly decrease the distribution of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco to
minors, mandates that a photo ID with date of
birth be produced to purchase all products, with
the exception of cigars and pipe tobacco.
"Its a good thing," declares Clemson biological
sciences graduate student Paige Tinker. "I wish this
was in effect when I was 13. 1 don't consider it an
imposition."
Another smoker, convenience store clerk Faith
Barbour, echoes agreement from the other side of
the counter at The Pantry.
1 smoke, but if I can help prevent some young
person from starting, it's all worth it," she said.
"While I don't like the idea of government telling
people what they can't do, it's necessary because
some parents are not responsible enough to guide
their children."
The government action announced last year by
President Clinton was in response to continuing
concern over adolescent tobacco use. FDA
Commissioner David A. Kessler, an ardent tobacco
opponent, provided statistics showing the increase
in the number of minors who smoke. Ultimately,
he seeks to classify nicotine as an addictive drug
and cigarettes as drug delivery devices.
Ironically, many of the measure's more vocal
detractors are non-smokers like Clemson senior
Caroline Tyler.
"It's ridiculous," said Tyler, a parks, recreation
and tourist management major. "People who don't

MWMTHOWV.

ID PLEASE: Billy Blackmon purchases a pack of cigarettes from Martha Neilsonjrom a local convenience store. The new law is President Clinton's latest effort to keep tobacco products out of the hands
ofminors.
'
(et carded for alcohol are going to have to show ID
or cigarettes when they obviously look of age,"
said Tyler.
Chris Huber, a Clemson graduate, agrees.
"It's not likely to be effective. There's always a
supply to meet the demands of young smokers.
Retailers should not be held responsible to uphold
values that ought to be taught at school and home."
The industry has remained subdued, careful to

point out that they share the common goal of
restricting the distribution of cigarettes and chewing tobacco to minors. The battle over advertising
rules and public exposure still lies ahead.
Beginning in August, the ongoing war between
the government and the tobacco industry is
expected to escalate, when the next wave of tough
new regulations aiming to ban all tobacco advertising from public places and events takes effect.

The Tiger named 'Best Overall Newspaper'
► The South Carolina
Press Association presented staff with If
individual awards.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor
Clemson's student newspaper, The Tiger, was named
"Best Overall Newspaper" for
1996 at the Collegiate
Division Awards Luncheon
at the South Carolina Press
Association (SCPA) winter

meeting held Friday, Feb. 21,
in Columbia.
The judges commented
that "The Tiger is effectively
packaged, broad in coverage
and nicely written and edited. It is consistent in its
approach to headlines and
cutlines and is produced
with a student audience in
mind. The paper is a photojournalistic publication that
meets, and usually exceeds,
standards to which newspapers should be held."

Taking second place in the
Division I competition was
The Johnsonian (Winthrop
University). The Gamecock
(University of South Carolina)
finished third.
"The award reflects the
considerable time and effort
put in by our staff," said Greg
Schmidt, editor in chief of The
Tiger, which has won the "Best
Overall Newspaper" award six
of the last eight years.
Several staff members
also brought home individ-

ual awards.
■ Greg Schmidt, editor in
chief-first place, best photo;
first place, page layout and
design; first place, best advertisement; second place, best
informational graphic.
■ David Baker, associate
editor-first place, best news
story; first place, best informational graphic; third
place, best page layout and
design; third place, best
advertisement.
■ Mike McCombs, news edi-

tor-second place, best new?
story; third place, best column
■ Rob Edwards, editorial
editor-third place, best edito*
rial; third place, best informational graphic.
■ Owen Driskill, sports editor-second place, best sport?
story.
■ Levi Nayman, layout and
design coordinator-second
place, best feature story.
■ Anna Reeves, staff
writer-second place, best
news story.
,

[STUDENT GOVERNMENT DEBATE]

Candidates focus on teacher evaluations Program addresses campus safety
► Presidential candidates addressed student
leaders'questions.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor
The real campaigning began
Monday night, as the candidates
for student-body president and
vice president gathered for a
debate in the Student Senate
chambers.
The meat of the debate came in
the second part when the two candidates for vice president, Chris
Johnson and Matt Wyche, answered
student leaders' questions.
When asked what their plans
were and why they should be
elected, Johnson and Wyche had
very different answers. Johnsons
plans were focused on the evaluations of teachers and advisers.
"The current evaluations are
a disgrace to the University," said
Johnson.
Wyche listed a much broader
range of ideas including his
goals for the plus system of grading, the academic forgiveness
policy, the restructuring of student courts and the use of Tiger
Stripe in the City of Clemson.
The question involving the
academic policies the candidates
would most like to see imple-

mented illustrated the differences
in the candidates' platforms more
than any other query.
Wyche supported the plus
system of grading to more accurately reflect earned grades and a
forgiveness policy to allow the
replacement of lower grades. He
also wanted more sections of
classes to be offered each semester.
Johnson opposed both the
plus system and the academic
forgiveness policy. He said that
because the University does not
have those policies, it has a better
academic reputation. He stressed
the responsibility of students.
Johnson supported the establishment of History 100, a class
dedicated to the history of the
University. He believes it will
enhance the "way freshmen look
at Clemson University."
Wyche believes all freshman
should be required to take basic
communication classes in English
and speech to improve their communication skills at an early point
in their collegiate career.
Both candidates stressed the
importance of contacting leaders
in the state to emphasize the need
to support higher education.
Jim Hendrix, the only candidate for president, opened the
debate.
Hendrix, a junior majoring in

history and economics, said he
essentially announced his candidacy during his freshman year,
and he is only repaying his debt
to the University. He listed as his
chief concerns revamping current teacher evaluations, establishing advisor evaluations and
uniting the campus.
In addressing safety on campus, Hendrix characterized the
University as relatively safe. He
hopes that recent deaths, while
terrible, are isolated. He said that
students could help guarantee
their safety by being responsible
and educating themselves.
The debate was awkward with
only one candidate for president.
Student-Body Vice President
Craig Healy lamented the lack of
at least a second candidate.
"If you've got more than one
candidate, you get a lot of fresh
ideas," Healy said. "Even if the
the people that would [have] run
against Jim lost, Jim would still
[have been] be able to build on
those innovative and fresh ideas."
The election will be held
March 4. Polls will be located
outside Student Government,
Schilletter dining hall, Fernow
Street Cafe, between Newman
Hall and the P & A Building and
in the Loggia. The polls will be
open from 9 a.m until 7 p.m.

HEATHER KAY

staff writer
Student Governments television show, "The
Students' Voice," aired Tuesday night on CCN
and gave students the opportunity to call in
with questions for President Deno Curris and
the candidates for student- body president and
vice president.
The first segment, a short interview with
Curris, addressed safety on campus and student evaluations.
The concern over the recent death of a firstyear student spurred Curris to urge students to
be "especially cautious at night. That is the .
most dangerous time to be out alone." He
advised students to use the police escort service
or walk in large groups as a means of precaution.
The next segment focused on Jim Hendrix, the
unopposed candidate for student body president
Hendrix was asked to address his goals for
the upcoming year, if elected. In addition to the
issues of closer commuter parking and student
evaluations for professors and advisors,
Hendrix said, "I would like to see a campuswide uniform review system where we could
recognize those teachers who are making a difference and hold those who aren't accountable."
The final segment of the show featured
juniors Chris Johnson and Matt Wyche, candidates for student-body vice president. Both
Wyche and Johnson agree with the implementation of an activities fee and also feel that campus safety is an important issue right now.
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CYNTHIA KOPKOWSKI

assistant news editor
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Cody Picket, left, and John Waldrov take turns bashing a car that
they dedicated to Dean Smith and the UNC basketball team.

STUDENT SENATE]

Six students named to
serve on election board
BRIAN SUBER

In a resolution approved on
Monday, Student Senate accepted
the names of six students as members of the elections board.
The board, as outlined in the
student handbook, is nominated
and appointed by the elections
chairperson and approved by the
senate as a temporary committee to
oversee polling and vote-counting.
The board also ensures that all
regulations concerning flyers and
postings are abided by students
running for student-body offices
and senate seats.
"The role of the commission, as set
out by the student handbook, is to
count votes when they are received
and to judge the rules of posting," said
Senator Hannah E. Parker. The board
will work with candidates to ensure
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Student deaths prove to
have cumulative effect
► University is providing
counseling/or grieving
students through Redjern
Health Center.

staff writer
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that all rules are enforced said Parker.
After ensuring that none of the
appointees were running for an
office, the body approved all members by an overwhelming vote.
The new elections board is comprised of Christy Chatellier, Erin
Manahan, Spencer Mazyck, Mike
McCollum, Stephen Price and
Brandon Scott.
In other matters, as a measure to
award students, Student Senate voted
Monday to reimburse the women's
rugby team for participating in a
competition which members had
initially paid for themselves.
The funding came from allocations by Student Government, and
reimbursed registration and transportation costs incurred by team
members. "They gained a good deal
of attention and the senate felt that
there should be some type of
reward," said Parker.

The recent death of freshman
Stacy Brooke Holsonback has
forced the Clemson student body
to face yet another fatality in
what is becoming an increasingly grim semester. As a result, the
University's Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS) at
Redfern Health Center has been
called to action more than any
other year in recent history.
In addition to the Holsonback
homicide, Clemson student
Rebecca Danielle McCraw was
struck and killed by a freight
train on the trestle over Lake
Hartwell earlier in February. At
the conclusion of the fall semester finals week, a student died of
cardiac arrest in Byrnes Hall.
"Deaths of this kind have an
effect on the whole University-faculty administration and students,"
said George Atkinson, assistant
director of Counseling and
Psychological Services.
Atkinson emphasized the farreaching impact that the death of a
student can have at the University.
In the next few weeks, counselors
will proactively identify members
of the Clemson community who
may require assistance processing
Holsonback's death and the others
which have occurred in the past
several months.

"These deaths can definitely
have a cumulative effect," said
Atkinson.
Counselors aid students in normalizing the grief process in the
wake of a student's death.
According to Atkinson, the mortality of a student is difficult for
young adults to comprehend,
because it is a situation which they
rarely encounter at this stage in life.
In addition to students experiencing loss, University faculty
must come to grips with the
death of a student. For this group,
Counseling and Psychological

both groups are subject to emotional issues requiring the assistance of a counselor.
Attending and teaching the
classes of a student who has died
is one of the more problematic
aspects of coping with this loss.
"There is a confusion of emotions, teachers and students don't
know if it is OK to go on laughing
or working," said Atkinson.
Working through area coordinators and resident assistants,
CAPS counselors perform outreach services for students. If
requested, counselors will call or
visit with students at their dorm
room or apartment. In addition
"There is a confusion of
to one-on-one student sight visits, CAPS employees will speak
emotions, teachers and
groups of students which
students don't know if it with
may have been particularly
is OK to go on laughing
affected by the death of a peer.
or working."
An interview with Tanika
Lyles, the resident assistant for the
hall on which Holsonback lived,
GEORGE ATKINSON
Assistant Director of Counseling and offered evidence of this process in
Psychological Services action. According to Lyles, the
option to speak with counselors
from CAPS was presented in a
Services can serve as a vital outlet hall meeting following news of
for the grieving process.
Holsonback's death. Several stu"Communication has been dents accepted the offer and spoke
quite good about the services with counselors this past Monday.
available for faculty," said Dr.
"It is important for students to
Jessup Shivley a member of the know that we have a support sysbiological sciences faculty and tem in place, ready to help them,"
Holsonback's academic advisor.
said Atkinson.
Shivley acknowledged the difAs investigators gather more
ferences in the conception of information in the Holsonback
death between faculty and stu- death, it is likely that counselors
dents resulting from the dispari- at CAPS will see an increase in
ty in age and experience. the number of students turning
However, there are areas in which to that support system.
I
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Vote In The Student Government Election
Tuesday, March 4th, 9am-7pm
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Voting stations are at Harcombe, Schilletter, Fernow Street, and P&A
Bring Your Tigerstripe!
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At the close of each semester, students are given teacher evalua- collect in data form and easy to condense for publication. A second
tions in each of their courses. These evaluations vary in form, yet part should be a space for students to write out comments and sugtheir basic purpose remains standard. They are meant to be an out- gestions for the instructor to view and work toward improvement
let for students' opinions concerning the course and a chance to as well as provide department heads a better idea of instructor's
anonymously voice their views about the instructor. Every depart- strengths and weaknesses. This way, students would be able to offer
ment administers these evaluations with an emphasis on keeping their opinions in such a way as to provide information for adminis-!
responses honest. They leave the room and depend upon a student trators, instructors and students alike.
to handle collection and deliver them to the appropriate departThere is also concern about teaching assistants. In some department. Many students do not have much faith in these evaluations. ments, TA's are virtually invisible and work only with the instrucSojjne tJft]%9f.]$|ffrifMs a waste of time, or a certor. However, in some other departments,
emonial^'ct f^fier than a true expression of
notably chemistry and physics, TA's are more
Our Position:
their views.
active, running labs and basically teaching. In
One major complaint among students conother departments, TA's are responsible in1
Teacher
evaluations
cerning evaluations is the belief that their
grading tests and papers. Therefore, there
opinions are usually shelved and that nobody
need to be taken
should be way for students to voice their conever really reads them. Upon speaking with
cerns and opinions towards TA's as well as the
seriously and hold
several departments about their evaluation
instructor. These opinions could help TA's fine
practices, it was clear that department heads
more influence.
tune their skills as well as influence an
take evaluations seriously and in many
instructor's grade for a particular TA.
instances use them when considering tenure
Aside from concerns with instructors and '
or promotion for a professor. However, students feel left out of this TA's, there is also concern over advisors. Many students have little or
process and would like to know what past students have said about no relationship with their assigned advisor and see him or her only
a particular professor prior to registering for his or her class. A way to attain their advising number before registration. Other students ,
to solve this would be to publish the evaluations so that students' claim that they dislike their advisor and that their advice is unacopinions can be made available to help students in the coming ceptable or, in some cases, wrong.
semester choose which professor or course is best suited for them.
Therefore, advisor evaluations should also be available. This
Such a publication could be expensive and lengthy. Many would help to form closer relationships between advisors and stu-'
departments, such as the history and English departments, use dents (or at least make students and advisors find out who the
highly subjective evaluations in which students write veritable other is) and influence advisors to pay better attention to students'
essays concerning their views on the course. While this form is needs. A clear policy concerning advisors is also necessary. \
highly beneficial in allowing students to freely write out and Students are unsure about where and when to find their advisor as
explain their feelings, printing each one could create problems. well as exactly what their advisors are there for. Without this inforStudent evaluations should be standardized across ail depart- mation, many students are lost in the dark.
ments, using a combination of subjective and objective forms. For
Overall, there needs to be a better emphasis made on students'1
example, there should be one part made up of objective questions voices and opinions. After all, it is because of students that there is
for students to answer on a scale, making the responses simple to a university in the first place.

SPEAKING0UT
What do you think about your advisor?

Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and should include the
author's name, signature and phone
number (plus school and class if applicable). They will be checked for authenticity Letters may be edited for clarity
and grammar.

We want your input!
Readers of this page are invited
to sit in on our editorial staff
meetings on Sunday night.
Meetings are at approximately
7:30 p.ia on Sundays in Room
904 of the Union. Please call Greg
at 656-2158 to reserve a space.

The one time I saw him
he was very helpful.
Matt Russo
marketing

I've only seen him once,
but he seemed very nice.
Jennifer Wright

chemistry
freshman

Mike Hamming has
been like a surrogate
father to me. He is the
best guy in the world.
Stuart Nonvell
applied economics
graduate student

1 think that she has done
a great job, but the advising method needs updating.

My advisor does a wonderful, job. He has really
helped me through the
years to stay on track.

Tammica Pixley

Keith Conn

English

agricultural engineering
senior
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Cloning is here, are we ready to play God?
Scientists in Scotland recently
groups of cells to be used in fightannounced that, for the first
ing diseases such as cancer and
time, they had cloned an
Parkinson's disease. Highly proadult mammal.
ductive farm aniA lamb was
mals such as
cloned from a
dairy cows could
six-year-old
be cloned to maxewe's tissue.
imize food proPreviously it
duction.
Mike McCombs
was believed
The technolohews editor
that a whole
gy could be used
mammal could
to produce genetnot be regenerated from mature
ically identical laboratory subjects,
body cells specialized for someallowing for perfectly controlled
thing other than reproduction.
experiments.
The process has many in the
While the effects of cloning
field of genetics excited about
other mammals may be beneficial,
what the potential benefits may be. ethical problems arise when the
It could be used to clone large
subjects are human beings. The

buzz over the possibility of cloning
humans has even reached the
White House resulting with
President Clinton asking a commission on bioethics to examine
the implications.
Their findings should be elementary. Cloning humans would
more than border on playing God;
it would dramatically illustrate the
diminished value we now place on
human life as a society.
If a human were cloned for use
in experiments, should he not be
accorded the human rights which
we give everyone else? Why would
he be any different than any student at Clemson?
Besides the moral ramifications

[COMMENTARY]

of cloning humans, there are also
health issues at stake.
If humans were cloned to provide children for couples who
could not conceive a child, the
diversity of the genetic makeup of
our society would be reduced. Over
time, it's possible that individuals
may be more susceptible to certain
diseases.
It may take several generations
for the effects of genetic problems
to surface. Scientists may not know
what the effect of cloning mammals may be down the road.
Several leading scientists have
stated that the technology probably won't lead to the cloning of
humans since most scientists

frown upon the cloning of humans
as unethical and immoral.
I could be wrong, but it was
probably unethical and immoral
55 years ago to round up and exterminate six million Jews. That didn't stop Adolf Hitler.
Sooner or later, scientists with a
different ethical take on cloning
will have the know-how.
President Clinton and the leaders of other developed nations
should act quickly to enact laws
regulating the extent to which
cloning technology could be used
to on human beings.
Mike McCombs is a senior majoring
in history. E-mail comments to
tiger® clemson.edu.
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Term limits: less voter control

Term limits restore incentive

Last week, a House of Representatives
measure to limit the terms of congressmen to twelve years in the House
and/or Senate fell six votes short of the necessary number required for approval.
Following the vote in the House, it
appears that the initiative at the state and
federal level has lost much of its steam.
Still, a majority of Americans support
limiting the terms of their federal representatives, and some states have already set lim
its on their legislators at home.
I have never been a supporter of term
limits as I feel that to have Congress take
away more power from the
voters is wrong, and that is
what this amounts to.
Voter turnout is horribly low, involvement in
politics is declining and
voters feel more than ever
that their representation at
the federal level is lacking.
They begin to see term limits as a way
that no one person can become permanently entrenched in government. This is a way
to keep politicians honest.
The argument that the best term limit is
the angry constituent wielding his vote still
holds.
In this situation, this power seems more
valuable than ever before.
If voters do not care enough to vote, why
then should congressmen, who are doing a
positive job, on either side of the aisle, be
forced to step down after serving twelve
years?
Another aspect of the initiative that 1
find insulting is the belief that the voters
cannot make a proper decision upon who
will represent them.
This is, to me, what the argument boils
down to: you cannot pick the right people to

Politicians of all ideologies advocate
change. Though they differ on exactly
what must be changed or how the
change should occur, Republicans and
Democrats both continually call for some
sort of change, except in one area: the length
of time politicians can serve.
The U.S. Constitution allows members of
Congress to serve an unlimited number of
multi-year terms, creating the potential for a
legislative body full of career politicians. In
a perfect world, this would not necessarily
be a bad situation. Incumbent members of
Congress have claimed that unlimited terms
allow the elected men and
women to have time to
understand the inner
workings of the
Washington system. Even
Newt Gingrich has stated
that those who advocate
term limits do not understand the amount of time
necessary to become assimilated into the
political culture of the Capitol. However, it is
this Washington culture that has made term
limits all the more necessary.
In a perfect situation, the members of
Congress would selflessly work to improve
the lives of their constituents, thereby
improving America as a whole.
Unfortunately, the perfect world does not
exist, and our legislators are, in most cases,
far more concerned with reelection than
with their people's problems. Legislators and
others who oppose limiting terms of office
use this phenomenon as proof that imposed
term limits are unnecessary. To them, the
election process itself limits the number of
terms legislators can serve.
While this is true to an extent, it is the
potential for a long-term career in national
politics that causes legislators to focus on the

represent you for too long, so the Congress
will kick them out for you.
This has never been part of a Democratic
system and never should.
There are some congressmen, two of
which represent South Carolina, who have
made it quite clear that they will "self-limit"
their terms.
And this 1 applaud, for if these men,
knowing their value and accomplishments
and understanding the seniority system as
they do, choose to stand up for something
they believe so strongly, they should be
applauded.
But that is a personal
decision that they have
made and should not be
applied to every United
States congressional representative.
While I can empathize
with voters who feel that
they are not being represented—hey, I'm a Democrat from South
Carolina—I cannot agree that the federal
government should regulate representation
in any way.
I am always fearful of giving up one of
my rights, namely to choose my representation, to the very people for whom I am voting.
That is a right that I want to continue to
have, and it should be a right that every
American holds to strongly, for if we allow
the representatives to decided who will represent, we have stepped further away from a
democracy and into a system that it much
less representative of the people and their
views and removes one of our basic rights as
Americans.
Brian Suber is a senior majoring in history.
E-mail comments to tiger@clemson.edu.

perks of office, rather than on the problems
which need to be solved. The incentive of
career politicians to labor for the public
interest has been, in most cases, taken away.
With reelection in mind, legislators squabble
and compromise during the congressional
sessions, eventually arriving at token gestures designed to placate their constituencies enough to win the chance to return to
Washington.
However, instead of the same politicians,
it is the incentive to work for the people that
must be returned to Washington. While
term limits are not the best-case solution to
the problem, there is little
else that can be done to
force members of
Congress to focus on the
needs of the people.
Limiting the terms politicians could serve would
make politics unattractive
to those who would try to
make a career of it. Instead, as Milton
Friedman has said, the legislature with
imposed limits would "be attractive to a
large number of people who would like to
spend a few years promoting the public
interest, the citizen representative."
Though many states have imposed term
limits on their state legislatures, and referendums in several states have shown that the
people favor limiting the number of terms
politicians can serve, Congress has succeeded in avoiding this issue for years. Even now,
with a heavily conservative legislature, any
term limits initiative appears doomed to fail.
It is unfortunate that the need to remain
entrenched in office is the one issue that has
overwhelming bipartisan support.
Mike Naragon is a graduate student in history.
E-mail comments to tiger@clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SHAC defends
Redfern Center
This is in response to the Feb. 14
editorial entitled "Redfern Better
but Needs Remedy." We feel that
the overall projected image was
negative. As members of Student
Health Advisory Comittee (SHAC),
an organization that serves to promote the quality of health care at
Redfern Health Center and serves
as a liaison between students and
Redfern, we offer the following
facts.
Redfern does not provide rape
kits in order to shorten the evidence chain. Clemson has chosen
Cannon Memorial Hospital for collection of evidence because they
have more case volume, significant
ngand expertise in collection
tnd
APS)
lolognsas
■rted.
i all
ipus

faction.
We are very lucky to have a
facility of this kind on our campus.
Students should begin going to
Redfern with a more positive attitude. Did you know that Redfern
has a nutritionist, a Women's
Clinic, Orthopedic Clinic, full service lab, X-Ray and pharmacy? As
noted in your editorial, all services
are offered at a lower cost to fee
paying students.
If you have a problem or concern about Redfern, let them know
by email (ssandra@clemson.edu)
or stop by to see Sandy Smith (6562233). We are here for you. The
purpose of SHAC and of the
University Service Committee of
Student Senate is to listen to student concerns.
Sheila Lockhart, Kendra Woriey,
Jamie Cross, Spencer Mazyck, Kent
Patrick, Dwayne Dove

Activity fee not
applicable for all
I lu
question over t i

wtniiiinyi

days: Do

bringing in concerts, speakers, and
funding organizations, clubs, etc.
At first I liked this idea, until I sat
down and thought it through.
Concerts are booked because
the promoter and the band's label
believe that they can sell enough
tickets to make a profit. We don't
have many concerts here because
there is not enough of a market for
most bands to turn a profit. The
Activity fee will not change this.
Organizations and clubs will
benefit from this fee. True, but if
organizations need this money so
badly let them raise it, or charge
dues.
If people don't want to give
them money, then their cause is
obviously not that important to
the majority of students.
1, like many other students here,
do not have that much money to
spare. This Activity lee is a good
example of how Clemson is wasting our money. This money would
be better spent upgrading the
computing facilities, improving
cam]
or to hire more
ulty 1 am heretorec
not support 80 plus
will

line is that I will not pay for your
club.
Why should I be forced to
finance clubs that I find personally
offensive and useless?
This should be put to a public

vote. The Student Senate does not
represent the student body accurately. It would be quite easy to set
up a referendum on this. Let us
control how you spend our money.
Michael King
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Prepare for Spring Break with Smart Snacking.
Smart snacking can be achieved by choosing your
snacks from the food pyramid. There are a variety of
lowfat snacks that also meet the daily recommendations of the Food Guide Pyramid. Some suggestions:
BREAD, CEREAL, RICE & PASTA GROUP
(6-11 servings/day):
Whole grain breads, unsweetened cereals, lowfat crackers, graham crackers, tortillas, pretzels, muffins, melba
toast, breadsticks, rice cakes, flatbread, English muffins, bagels, rolls, pita bread, rice, pasta, pancakes,
plain popcorn, lowfat potato or tortilla chips.
VEGETABLE GROUP (3-5 servings/day):
All fresh or cooked vegetables (add to soups, pizza,
baked potatoes, and sandwiches), vegetable juices.
FRUIT GROUP (2-3 servings/day):
All fresh or dried fruits, canned fruits packed in juice or
light syrup, unsweetened 100% fruit juices (freeze as
pops for children).
MILK, YOGURT, & CHEESE GROUP
(2-3 servings/day):
Lowfat or skim milk, lowfat hard or soft cheese, lowfat
or nonfat plain yogurt (add fruit or use to make a dip),
lowfat pudding or custard, lowfat ice cream or frozen
yogurt.

MEAT & MEAT ALTERNATIVES
(2-3 servings/day):
Lean, sliced meats like turkey, chicken, or roast beef,
fish, eggs, peanut butter and nuts/seeds (use sparingly), beans (in soups, salads, chili).
FATS, OILS, & SWEETS (In moderation):
Lowfat cookies (e.g. ginger snaps, vanilla wafers, fig
bars, and animal crackers), unsweetened gelatin (add
fruit), sherbet, fruit sorbet (ices), angel food cake, sponge
cake, shortbread, quickbreads (made with little fat or
sugar).
SNACKING TIPS
In preparation for your Spring Break bikini, here are
ten snacking tips to help lose weight:
1. Keep snacks small.
2. Serve snacks on a plate or dish. Don't eat straight
out of the package.
3. Save food from meals to snack on later (e.g., fruit,
juice, salad, half of a sandwich).
4. Snack only when you are really hungry (not bored
or depressed).
5. Keep nutritious, ready-to-eat snacks on hand for
when the urge strikes. Read food labels carefully.
"Lowfat" (no more than 3 gm. fat per serving) and
"fat-free" (less than 0.5 gm. fat per serving) snacks
like cakes, cookies, and "health bars" may still be
loaded with calories and sugar.

6.

If you eat "fast foods" often, snack on fruits and
vegetables which may be lacking in your diet.
7. If you are a "meat and potatoes" eater, snack on
fruits, vegetables, and lowfat dairy products to
balance your meals.
8. If you have to skip breakfast, eat a mid-morning
snack of fruit complex carbohydrate and protein
to boost energy (calories) and nutrients. Examples
include lowfat yogurt with fresh fruit and graham
crackers OR lowfat cheese and crackers with fruit
juice.
9. Drink at least eight glasses of water daily. It has no
calories and makes you feel full. Adequate fluids
are especially important before, during, and after
exercise.
10. Carry an emergency lowfat snack-pack in your
briefcase, purse, or backpack. Try water-packed,
pull-tab cans of tuna fish, lowfat granola bars or
"energy" bars, lowfat crackers or rice cakes, dried
or fresh fruits, and sliced raw vegetables. Avoid
snacks that contain little nutritional value for their
calories (e.g., reduced fat or fat-free potato chips or
cookies).
by Karen Wilk Rubin, MS, RD, LD
This information was taken from the "Food Service Director
Magazine", October 15,1997.

FERNOW STREET CAFE OFFERS
MEXICAN FLAIR & UPSCALE BREW...

ON-CAMPUS
COFFEE HOUSE...

•CafeAmigo

•Little Java
Located within L.J. Fields, this
"coffee house" provides an ideal
meeting spot for friends, colleagues,
and study groups. Or, you may choose
to relax on one of our sofas and read
a newspaper or magazine.
Menu highlights:
Starbucks Coffee
All-Natural Fruit and Vegetable Juices
Assorted Cheesecakes & Desserts
Sandwich Wraps
Arnie's Bagels with assorted toppings
Beer and Wine (after 4 p.m.)

lu lOrew

Satisfy your "below the border" cravings with
America's newest, most exciting, most delicious
line of Classic Mexican Foods.
Menu highlights:
Hard & Soft Shell Beef or Chicken Tacos
Burritos (Including Breakfast Burritos)
Taquitos
Beef Tamales
Pastry Sticks

STARBUCKS COFFEE

•Starbucks Coffee
The leading retailer, roaster, and brand of specialty coffee is now brewed at Fernow Street Cafe!
Sure to get you going in the morning
or pick you up later in the day.
Available in regular or decaf.

Little Java Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday
7 a.m.-12 a.m.
For more information, please call 656-1656

Fernow Street Cafe
Hours of Operation:
W.fl-Jtf&n.
STARBUCKS COFFEE
Monday-Friday
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
For more information, please call 656-1272

Tip*- 2.21.97 I

LOCATION:
Schilletter
Dining Hall

«L5th Annual
» Nutrition/Health
*<&■
Fair '97

(with this coupon)

DAY:
Thursdcr
March 6, V

Redeem at the '

Nutrition/Health Fair,
Thursday, March 6, 1997
10:45 a.m.-2 p.m.
at Schilletter Dining Hall.

TIME:

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Everyone
Welcome!

ness ♦ well being
SPONSORED BY:
Food One, Inc.
General Mills
Mclntyre & Company
Clemson Dining Service
& ARAMARK Corporation
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If you use your meal plan
or buy a meal with cash
or Tiger Stripe,
visit the Fair and pick up a
Free Thermo Sport Mug
while supplies last.
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LUNCH
(with this coupon)
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See the following
'
"Food For Thought"
page for Harcombe &
Schilletter Special Events,
Canteen & Fernow Street
Cafe Weekly Combos,
I
and Clemson House
\
MARCH Calendar.
/
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Harcombe & Schilletter

continued

SPECIAL EVENTS
SUNDAY

*

Breakfast
Specials

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Harcombe Daily Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:

Schilletter Daily Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:

•
■
■
■

> PASTA BAR
■ POTATO BAR

7:30-10:30 a.m.

PASTA BAR
POTATO BAR
PIZZA STATION
TACO SALADS

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

PAGE

March
1997

o
<

SATURDAY

(/>

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

PREMIUM |
NIGHT

:

«

MONDAY SPECIAL
Biscuit & Sausage Gravy
One Biscuit, 700
Two Biscuits, $1.25

$

TUESDAY SPECIAL
Bacon, Egg
& Cheese Biscuit
Grits and Small Coffee

81

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

NUTRITION FAIR
from 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
at Schilletter
Changing Scenes:
All American

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

W

Efl Happy Birthday Wtt
y
MARCH
^U
"
(lunch)
^^

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

|0

Changing Scenes
Vegetarian

^

WILD WEST
STAMPEDE BUFFET
(dinner)
Changing Scenes:
Potato Bar

Changing Scenes:
Italian

Changing Scenes:
Cajun

BURGER & DOG
EXTRAVAGANZA
(dinner)
Changing Scenes:
Wings k Things

^

QJ

Changing Scenes:
I Seafood

2|

SPRING BREAK

$1.50

si sard

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Ham, Egg
& Cheese Biscuit
Grits and Small Coffee

Changing Scenes:
Potato Bar

$1.89

Changing Scenes:
Cajun

PREMIUM
NIGHT

THURSDAY SPECIAL
Danish
& Small Coffee

BODACIOUS
BROWNIE BAR
(lunch)

T,

Changing Scenes:
Oriental

m

m
Changing Scenes:
Greek

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

Changing Scenes:
Breakfast

Harcombe & Schilletter will close after dinner on Friday,
March 14 and reopen for breakfast on Monday, March 24.

Changing Scenes:
Mexican

$1.09
FRIDAY SPECIAL
Steak Biscuit

$1.20

(0

MENU SPECIALS

Lunch &
Dinner Specials
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Special Events at the Clemson House:
"Luck of the Irish Buffet "—March 12th
Easter Buffet —March 30th

MONDAY SPECIAL
Reuben
French Fries
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
TUESDAY SPECIAL
Any Calzone
Breadsticks
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Philly Cheese Steak
Sandwich, French Fries
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
THURSDAY SPECIAL
Meatball Sub
Bag of Chips
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49

!

SATURDAY
LUNCH
BBQ Chicken
Vegetable Pita
Bean Burritos
Spaghetti w/Meatbails
DINNER
Turkey Tetrazzini
French Dip Sandwich
Seafood Creole
Tacos

Beef Stew
Linguini & Clam Sauce
Hot Wings

LUNCH
Chicken Tacos
Meat Lasagna
Pasta Primavera
Vegetable Eggrolls
DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry
Pot Roast
Vegetable Kabobs
Veal Parmesan

LUNCH
Vegetable Stir Fry
Meatloaf
Crab Cakes
Cajun Baked Chicken
DINNER
Chicken Florentine
Vegetable Egg Roll
Spaghetti k Italian Sauce
Sliced Ham

LUNCH
Fried Chicken
Patty Melt
Vegetable Quesadillas
Baked Marinated Fish
DINNER
Sliced Pizza
Lemon Pepper Chicken
Fettuccini w/Pesto Sauce
Sliced Roast Beef

LUNCH
Chicken Stir Fry
Stuffed Peppers
Beef k Macaroni
BBQ Pork Sandwich
DINNER
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Vegetable Chili
Beef Burgundy
Jamba laya

LUNCH
Turkey Pot Pie
Stuffed Potatoes
Com Dogs
Ham k Macaroni
DINNER
Chicken Fajitas
Vegetable Lasagna
Meatloaf
Foot Long Hot Dogs

LUNCH
Cheese Tortellini
Kielbasa w/ Kraut
Swiss Steak
Chicken Filet Sandwich
DINNER
Chicken Monterey
Vegetable Pot Pie
Szechwan Beef
Hot Wings

LUNCH
Bean Burrito
Sliced Roast Beef
Antonios Chicken
Spinach Bacon Quiche
DINNER
Turkey k Dressing
Black Bean Casserole
Chicken Fried Steak
Ham k Macaroni

LUNCH
Chicken Cacciatore
Vegetable Pita
Beef Stew
Fried Clam Strips
DINNER
Garlic Chicken k Rice
Pasta Primavera
Corned Beef
Shepherds Pie

LUNCH
Hawaiian Chicken
Vegetable Lasagna
Philly Cheese Steak
Grilled Pork Chops
DINNER
Sliced Pizza
Chicken Pilaf
Fettuccini Alfredo
Beef Pot Pie

LUNCH
Turkey Rollups
Cheese Ravioli
Salisbury Steak
Com Dogs
DINNER
Szechwan Chicken
Baked Zih
Meatloaf
Fork Egg Rolls

BRUNCH
Sunday Buffet
Carved Item
4 Entrees
3 Breakfast Entrees
DINNER
Turkey k Dressing
Vegetable Kabobs
Stroganoff
Shrimp Egg Rolls

LUNCH
Cheese Tortellini
Beef Stir Fry
Veal Parmesan
Turkey Club Sandwiches
DINNER
Chicken Broccoli Casserole
Bean Burrito
Meatball Sandwiches
Jambalaya

LUNCH
B LUNCH
LUNCH
IW
Beef Burgundy
Chicken Fettuccini H^^J
Linguini
Vegetable Pitas
w/Clam Sauce
French Dip Sandwich
Fettuccini w/ Pesto Sauce
Macaroni k Cheese
Chicken Filet Sandwich
DINNER
DINNER
Chicken Almondine
Turkey Teliazini
Baked Spaghetti
Vegetable Egg Roll
Beef Tips k Mushrooms
Patty Melt
Com Dogs
Sweet & Sour Pork

LUNCH
Chicken Parmesan
Gyros
Cheese Lasagna
Suced Roast Beef
DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken
Shepherds Pie
Vegetable Pitas
Stuffed Shells

LUNCH
Chicken Stir Fry
Italian Subs
Fettuccini Alfredo
Eggplant Parmesan
DINNER
Lemon Pepper Chicken
Sliced Pizza
Vegetable Lasagna
Sweet k Sour Pork

LUNCH
Turkey Pot Pie
Shrimp Creole
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
Round Eye Sandwiches
DINNER
Chicken Florentine
Beef k Macaroni
Vegetable Quiche
Vegetable Quesadillas

BRUNCH
Sunday Buffet
Carved Item
4 Entrees
3 Breakfast Entrees
DINNER
Chicken Monterey
Meatloaf
Macaroni & Cheese
Comed Beef k Cabbage

LUNCH
Beef Fajitas
Baked Ziti Casserole
Vegetable Egg Rolls
Honey Glazed Chicken
DINNER
Turkey & Dressing
French Dip Sandwich

PfSTuNCH
PW
LUNCH
LUNCH
Curried Beef
r^»J Fried Chicken
^4£
hBH
Sloppy
Joes
MMH
Sloppy Joes
Cheese Ravioli
Vegetable Stir Fry
Jambalaya
Stuffed Potatoes
Chicken Filet Sandwich
DINNER
DINNER
Hawaiian Chicken
Hot Wings
Sliced Roast Beef
Pepper Steak
Bean Burritos
Tricolor Tortellini
Linquini k Clam Sauce
Fried Fish Sandwich

LUNCH
LU1JU1
EW
Sliced Roast
Roast Beef
Beef
L^U
Linquini&
LmquiniSc
HHH
Clam Sauce
Ham w/ Macaroni & Cheese
Chicken Broccoli Quiche
DINNER
Chicken Pot Pie
Salisbury Steak
Broccoli Rice Au Gratin
Shrimp Egg Roll

LUNCH
LUNL11
Hfl
Chiclten parmesan
Chicken
Parmesan |L
Cheese Tortellini ■■■■i
Tuna Casserole
Meatball Sandwich
DINNER
Fried Chicken
BBQ Ribs
Vegetable Egg Roll
Sliced Pizza

LUNCH
BBQ Chicken
Vegetable Pita
Bean Burritos
Spaghetti w/ Meatballs
DINNER
Turkey Tetrazzini
French Dip Sandwich
Seafood Creole
Tacos

BRUNCH
Sunday Buffet
Carved Item
4 Entrees
3 Breakfast Entrees
DINNER
Chicken & Dumplings
Hamburger Pie
Baked Ziti
Jerk Pork Loin

LUNCH
Turkey Rollups
Salisbury Steak
Vegetable Lasagna
Fried Fish
DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken
Pepper Steak
Fettuccini
Jamb a lay a

LUNCH
Beef Stir Fry
Cheese Ravioli
BBQ Pork
Chicken Filet Sandwich
DINNER

BRUNCH
Sunday Buffet
Carved Item
4 Entrees
3 Breakfast Entrees
DINNER
Fried Chicken
Vegetable Quiche
Sloppy Joes
Fried Fish

BRUNCH
Sunday Buffet
Carved Item

FRIDAY SPECIAL
BBQ Sandwich
Bag of Chips
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

FRIDAY
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Please note: Menu is subject to change
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Clemson House

Crab Cakes

BBQ Pork

Bfl LUNCH
LUNCH

4 Entrees

3 Breakfast Entrees
DINNER
Chicken k Dumplings
Hamburger Pie
Baked Ziti
Jerk Pork Loin

Turkey k Dressing

PJ|

U Turkey Rollups
ElM
■ Salisbury Steak
Vegetable Lasagna
Fried Fish
DINNER
Rotisserie Chicken
Pepper Steak
Fettuccini
Jambalaya

The Clemson House will remain open through Spring Break. Meal Plans
are good through Friday, March 14 and begin again at Sunday Buffet on
March 23.
Hours from March 15 - 22:
Breakfast: 7:30 - 9:30 a.m. Lunch: 11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Dinner: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

$3.49

Weekly Specials
FERN0W

STREET

10:30 a.m.-Close
MONDAY SPECIAL
BBQ Swiss Burger
French Fries
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
^■mm

TUESDAY SPECIAL
2 Hot Dogs
French Fries
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
French Fries
Bowl of Soup

$3.49

THURSDAY SPECIAL
Soup & Salad
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49
FRIDAY SPECIAL
Cafe Burger
French Fries
& 22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.49

2
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FROM PAGE
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"Since 1984,1 would say there has been a
steady growth in these groups," said Sinclair.
"In terms of the numbers of participants in
organized groups there has been an increase
from approximately 400 students in 1984 to
about 600 or 700 in 1997."
There was certainly was no sign of any
significant religious awakening at my faithfinding visit on Wednesday. It was back to
Holtzendorf again, this time in the renovated
Y-Theater, for the weekly on-campus
Catholic mass. The Catholic Church has
often come under fire for alienating young
people with a stodgy elitist image. As a member of the Catholic faith, I considered the
absence of music and fellowship at the service and the three-minute sermon in contrast
to the meetings I had attended the previous
two evenings. It seems that this service could
use its own renovation in order to capitalize
on the swelling tide of student faith.
On Thursday night, I set out to find the
individuals whom RUF minister Sinclair had
referred to as the "cross pollinators," students
who participate in weekly meetings for a specific religion, in addition to attending larger
non-denominational groups. My search led
me to the Student Union and the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes.
As I entered the Palmetto Ballroom, I was
taken aback. A student wielding a wiffle bat
sent a small white ball into orbit around the
room with a solid "thwack." In the far corner, a
rock band was warming up, sending loud
chords crashing out of the speakers positioned around the room. Laughing and yelling

SIG-EP

1
Hunter. "The first group, about six
to eight guys, had intentions that
were of anger and revenge on an act
that had occurred in the downtown
area involving members of Sig Ep
and SAE."
All together, approximately 25
members of Sigma Phi Epsilon converged on the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
hall, resulting in three members of
the latter group being treated for
minor injuries and some property
damage to the lounge.
The University judiciary board
held a hearing concerning these
issues on Tuesday and ruled that
the fraternity be suspended for vioFROM PAGE

raucous greetings to one another, the earliest
arrivals of the evening began pouring into the
rapidly-filling room. The atmosphere suggested an indoor carnival, rather than a meeting of the largest religious group at Clemson.
With approximately 500 active members,
FCA is the most visible of the religious organizations on campus. The group does not
align itself with a specific denomination, but
rather works to promote the word of God,
using the appeal of athletics to get students in
the door.
Judging from the couple of hundred students in attendance on this particular
Thursday, the hook seemed to be working.
Singing many of the same songs heard at the
RUF meeting earlier in the week, the group
peppered the meeting with skits based on
Bible passages before the evening's speaker
launched into his talk.
Speaking with students during the meeting revealed a broad range of ideas about the
religious involvement of Clemson students.
"The churches are out there," said Rob
Allen of FCA. "We want to get people
involved, starting right here on campus." One
of Allen's fellow members, Courtney
Cramblet, stated that the level of religious
faith at Clemson was the primary reason she
chose to attend the University.
"There were not a lot of opportunities for
students to worship the Lord at the other
schools I applied to," she said. "At Clemson,
there were so many ways to become involved
in my faith."
Apparently not all students who met to
profess their faith in God are completely
comfortable with their decision. One of the
last discussions that I engaged in during my
week of feretting out student faith on campus

lation of University regulations for
student organizations. Sigma Phi
Epsilon was found responsible for
the acts of their members, which
violated a University regulation
prohibiting bickering on premises
owned, leased or operated by the
organization.
"The judicial board already knew
how they were going to decide before
the hearing began," said a member
of the fraternity who asked that his
name be withheld. "They were prejudiced against the fraternity."
The suspension means denial of
rights and privileges of a recognized
organization for a ^ "signated period
of time. Sign . Phi Epsilon must
cease all organizational activities
and vacate University housing at

yielded a telling response. When asked about
the commitment of peers who claim to lead a
faithful life, one student responded, "A lot of
people do, but not the ones in my classes." He
elaborated, adding that, in his residence hall
in the fraternity quad, he encounters a majority of students not practicing what would be
characterized as a faithful lifestyle. "People
don't think [religion] is the thing to do."
Contemplating the assessment of his peers
that he had just made, the student backed
away, nervously glancing at my reporter's

the end of the semester. According
to Hunter, the fraternity has 48
hours to remove their things from
the hall lounge.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
was chartered at Clemson in 1970,
and it took 18 years to gain a position
in the fraternity quads, according to
Hunter. Along with the loss of recognition comes the loss of housing.
In a closed-door meeting
Wednesday evening following the
ruling, Sigma Phi Epsilon discussed
with its members the previous
evening's outcome. The members
signed an agreement stating they
understood the sanctions imposed.
In addition, the 25 members that participated in the fight had actions
taken against them internally.

Announcing the AT&T
"Ultimate Road Trip"
Sweepstakes.
Going abroad this school year?
AT&T would like to help pay
your way.
10 Grand Prize Winners —
Round-Trip Air Transportation
from the U.S. to the country where
you'll be studying.
Plus thousands of chances to win
high-quality currency converters
hey, you may find it more valuable
than the air transportation).
call

l 8oo 257-54.24. ext. 300
Or you can enter on-line at

http://www.att.com/Jtudent_dbrodd
Do it today.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends 5/1/97. Open to residents of the US
18 years or
older, enrolled at a U.S. college or university during the '97-'98 school year and traveling internationally for 14
days or more. See your Study Abroad Counselor or http://www.att.com/student_abroad for official rules and details
© 1997 AT&T
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WELCOME, WELCOME, WELCOME: Different religious groups post creative banners around
campus to attract new members ana to promote their organization.

dj <J free ride.

To enter,

FEBRUARY

notepad and with an uneasy tone in his voice
declared, "Yeah, you can run that, I didn't say
anything bad."
Whatever strength the practice of
Christianity may be amassing on campus, it
is apparent that there is a long way to go
before those demonstrating faith will be able
to shake off the stereotypes associated with
fervent belief. Long criticized as religious
zealots, Christian students at Clemson are
turning to each other for support, fellowship
and pizza.

1
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► Workshops present
aspects oj plays as perceived by actors PageZ

Sixth annual Shakespeare Festival underway
Film, lecturesand workshops examine continuingimpact ofthe Bard
RICHARD P*TE

irsABCMrr

► Beauty Can will be
coming around to spread
some Rumors love and
cheer. Pages 4 and 5.

FUBAR

► Fubar doesn't make
much sense, but ifyou're
• stoned
swn< it might be cool to
M
look at. Page 8.

staff writer
Spring is on its way. Soon the sun will burn a bit hotter,
the birds will sing a bit louder, leaves will bud, flowers
will bloom, hormones will thaw, bodies will tan and
the sixth annual Clemson Shakespeare Festival will begin.
Here at Clemson, these are the signs of spring.
This year's festival, entitled "Shakespeare and the
Traditions of Popular Culture," begins tomorrow and runs
through March 14.
As always, it will include a series of films, lectures and
performances examining the continuing impact of the Bard
of Avon. The festival is the centerpiece of the year-round
activities of the South Carolina Shakespeare Collaborative,
which is supported in part by the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
The collaborative produces workshops and courses
developed to train people in the teaching of Shakespeare.
The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express, a high-intensity
high-energy company which has performed at Clemson
since the first
Shakespeare Festival,
is back again.
"The message is that
This year they will
Shakespeare is still alive
present A Midsummer
Night's Dream; Henry
in today's culture."
IV, Part 1; and Love's
Labour's Lost.
JIM ANDREAS
The Warehouse
Festival Director
Theatre Company of
Greenville will open
its season in Clemson with Romeo and Juliet.
Also, Shakin' Up Shakespeare will again blast through
all 37 plays (and Hamlet alone three times) in a return
engagement of The Compleat WorksofWllm Shkspr
(abridged). Tickets to these performances are $1250 for the
general public, $10 for senior citizens and $6 for students.
Call the Brooks Center box office at 656-RSVP (7787) from
1-5 p.m. weekdays.

In addition to the play performances, there is an extensive schedule of lectures, films, workshops and
demonstrations by renowned scholars and actors designed not only for
those familiar with Shakespeare but
also for those just discovering the joys
of Shakespeare.
What's more, all festival events,
excepting the professional performances, are free of charge.
"The message is that Shakespeare
is still alive in today's culture," said

Jim Andreas, director of the Festival.
"Look at the recent films made of his
plays - Richard III, Hamlet, Romeo and
Juliet Even 400 years after some of
these plays were first performed, the
universal truths of love, intrigue,
power and jealousy in these words are
still relevant."
For the next two weeks, the Brooks
Center will be a center of
Shakespearean activity from morning until night. Go find out if the
words are relevant to you.

SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED: Here they are, the Shenandoah Shakespeare Expressthesbians in all theirgloty. I hey'll he tdkingoveYlhtfestival again thisyedn
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Workshops offered at
Shakespeare Festival VI
combat can be both dramatic and
funny, and must always be safe.
staff writer
Participants will be allowed to
Though
the
Clemson practice some stage combat techShakespeare Festival is highlighted niques and the actors will lead the
by performances of Shakespeare's participants in a physical warm-up
plays, there will also be workshops and several movement exercises,
presented by the Shenandoah and give them the opportunity to
Shakespeare Express. These work- incorporate stylized movement
shops will discuss the many into a short scene from one of the
aspects of Shakespeare's plays as plays.
Also on Tuesday, March 11 at 11
they are perceived by the people
a.m., the workshop in the Bellamy
who act in them.
The first workshop, on Theatre will be a discussion on
Saturday, March 8, at 2 p.m. in the "The Woman's Voice". Topics that
Brooks
Theatre
will
cover will be addressed include if women
Shakespeare staging conditions. get a fair shake in the Bard's plays.
This workshop will focus on the This springs from the fact that in
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express' the time of Shakespeare, the parts
methods of transforming the light- of women were played by men or
ing, audience contact, music and boys. Participants may be invited
thrust staging of Shakespeare's to create their own version of a
plays from the 16th century to the scene of Henry IV, Part 1 in which
Gledower and
20th century.
his
daughter
O
n
speak to one
Monday,
another
in
March 10, at
Welsh.
1:25 p.m. in
Finally, on
the Bellamy
Wed nesday
Theatre there
March 12 at
will be a
10:10 a.m. in the
workshop
Bellamy
entitled
Theatre will be
"Rebellious
a workshop on
Youth,"
in
directing
whic h t he
scenes. Scenes
rebellion
will be peragainst ADVICE FROM THE PROS: The
formed
and
authority of Shandendoah Shakespeare Express
then the particithe
young will be conducting workshops
pants will be
lovers in A Monday through Wednesday, March
given
the
Midsummer 10 -12 at the Brooks Center.
opportunity to
Night's
Dream will be discussed. Also dis- play direct, and help motivate,
cussed will be the rehearsal process Participants in this workshop
and the exploration of the charac- should come with staging ideas
ter Prince Hal (from Henry IV, Part and be prepared to make directing
1). Participants will also direct the decisions during the session.
actors by suggesting other possible
All ofiihe. workshops help parchoices for the actors which the ticipar^figatflinBigbEiato the mind
actors will then perform.
of Shaiceapswe, as well as how the
On Tuesday, March 11 at 9:30 actors who perform his plays today
a.m. at the Paz Memorial Workshop think and react. Everyone is invited
in the Bellamy Theatre there will to participate. These workshops are
be a demonstration of how stage free and a good time for all.
CHRISTOPHER PRUE

Sure We Build Aniazin^eme Parks,
BirtWeAbBuMAinazm^ResunujS.

w
V
As part of
the Walt Disney
World® College Program,
you can do some pretty amazing things.
• Learn from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industry.
• Work behind the scenes at the world's number one vacation destination.
• Live with people from all over the world.
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the experience. You must attend our
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume now.
Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak Portuguese.

INFO SESSION DATE: Thursday, March 27 TIME: 6 pm LOCATION: 120 Bracket
FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT: Dave Scherrep (803) 656-3150
Also visit us at www.careermosaic.com/cm/wdw/wdw1.html

^(T^fe^World Co.
EOE

•

Drawing

Creativity from

Diversity

The Spring 97 WSBF Show Schedule
note: This thing is about 95% accurate. Some DJs and show names may
change at any time or just may be all together wrong. 1 guess we're just retarded.

denotes a specialty show

MQN
1-3AM
5-5AM
5-7AM
7-9AM
9-11AM
11-1PM
1-3PM
5-5PM

Brandon Stowe

tobefXedbynewDJ

"Foo-Foo Sippy vs. The
Masses"

tobefXedbynewDJ

to be filed by new DJ

to be filed by new DJ

to be filed by new DJ

"The Sound Room"

to be filed by new DJ

to be filed by new DJ

to be filled by new DJ

to be filed by new OJ

to be filled by new DJ

to be filled by new DJ

to be filed by new DJ

to be filed by new DJ

tobefXedbynewDJ

to be filled by new DJ

to be tied by new DJ

Tyler Schwartz

Wesley Hicks

Paul Walter

Drew Crawford

no name given

"Jazzman Paul'sJazz
Session"

This time

"FkidJazz*

•WAKE UP CLEMSON!!!'

aSotedfor:

Robert Seeman

Matt Bechtel

Tom Macklin

Sarah Sederman

TheFhantomDJ

no name given

"Rural Hippie"

"TheJcfyofMackJin"

"t Love Radb Too Much"

to be filed by new DJ

Richard Klein

Alex D'amecourt

Mike Leggett

FULLY
FUNCTIONAL
16 TRACK
DIGITAL
STUDIO RECORDINGHII

Dawn Robertson Chris Loonam
•Confronting the Issues"

Katie Hudson
nonamegjven

"Electric Opossum*

"School b Cancefted"

Laurie Czahor Heather Manske
IT Steve"

"The Honesty Room*

Josh Kesterson

Clay Kriese

*AI That IsNM HotA «*

7-9PM

Joey Poole

"Planet Ska"

JJ Evans

Devin Dukes
J

"Slow Jams With DJ "

Totin' 40*5 ancfiF#&kJn'
to be filed by new DJ "Ain't No Country Beatnk*
S*@tUp*

Watson Mckeel Steve Belcher and

"The Lost Highway*

*"5k*

* MI going to be Tie JM Heft

Karen Gray

Sarah Sederman

see ad for detais!

"The Vapor Trai*

"*'» Been Lonely In the Sad*
Sue* the Hone Died*

Kelly Sutton

Brendan Sena

Bryon Leggett

Darren Steinhlber

Karma Craig

"Automatic"

"Me, Myself, You"

"Greatfti He's Dead"

no name given

"Gimme a Giveaway"

ROTATING
SPECIALTY

Kyo Kishimoto
"Melon Bar Moty*

*Les Wackadous"

Don Morgan

Chad Tidd

Heyward Suber

Richard Klein

Joe Della-Ferra

"Roots, Boogie, Dip"

"The Ride"

Alex Hudson
"Srnokeyvflle Surprise"

Kenneth Lagrone

Jason Barden

The Mothership Connection"

"Urban Outpost"

no name given

PJU presents:

no name given

*Punk Rock Pool Party"

Marcus Edward Daniel McGrade
"Mood Swings*

THE TIGER

Paul Brii

"MakJn* the Grade"

"AlesNeu!*

Heather CXflaherty
Knsta Chenowetn
"SuperHoftaheaAfootatthc
Circle K"..

"Reggae?

"The Protogressive Show*

and mom
Richard Klein

"My So Called Death*

Rich Horton

Ricky Cancro

The Rich Horton Heat*

"Life After Death*

"In Search of EncNrrito''

JoelGoff

The Urrtitted Blues Show"

SMHHWWIlUMttUlteWilltH^^

Ray Wdcott and Jared
Martinson

Adam Mruz

Justin Werner

.- IHlUiS*

Lee Morrisey Trent H8 WSarn
Knight
"Hrtching Post MMmaSsrri

•DJ Jazzy Adam and the Fresh
MUZ*

Marc Gore

Dane Stewart and Jule
Wadfbrd
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Tom Strickland

"Altemateen Nation"

"AB That Jazz*

700 yards
Matt Starkey

PAGE

to be filled by new DJ

Robert Parker

Megan Powell

"Songs and Fascination'

11-1AM

to be filed by new DJ

Laura Johnson and
Mary Pence

"Normally Unabnormal"

5--7PM
9-11PM

SAT SUN

WEDS THUR FRI

,

ParX White

FEBRUARY
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Lecture series brings visiting experts on Shakespeare
JOSEPH BATES

staff writer
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As part of the sixth annual
Clemson Shakespeare Festival,
three distinguished scholars will be
offering lectures and discussions on
this year's theme, "Shakespeare and
the Traditions of Popular Culture."
The lectures are free and open to
everyone interested, and will all be
held in Rm. 117 of the Brooks Center.
"The Bard Goes to Hollywood:
Shakespeare Films as Pop Culture"
will be presented by Dr. H.R.
Coursen, Professor of English at the
University of Maine, at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, March 11. His books
include: A Jungian Approach to
Shakespeare, The Leasing Out of
England: Shakespeare's Henriad,

Shakespeare's English Comedy: The
Merry Wivesoj Windsor in Context,
Professor Roberts has published
scholarly articles on Shakespeare,
has served both as president of the
Shakespeare
Association
of
America and as Chair of the
Shakespeare Divsion of the Modern
Language Association. Professor
Robert's lecture begins at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 11.
"Influencing
Shakespeare:
Popular Medieval Theatre and the
Shakespearean Stage" will be pre-

GRE

t
1-BOO-KAPTEST
get • higher score

KAPLAN

sented by Dr. Franklin Hildy,
Associate Professor of Drama for
the University of Georgia, at 2 p.m.
Wednesday, March 12. Director of
Graduate
Studies
in
the
Department of Drama at UGA and
a specialist in theatre and stage
architecture, Dr. Hildy also serves as
the Southeast regional Director for
the Shakespeare Globe Center and
is the author of such books as New
Issues in the Reconstruction of
Shakespeare's Theatre. In addition,
he has presented papers at numer-

ous conferences, including the
Modern Language Association and
the Shakespeare Association of
America.
Finally,
Professors
Hildy,
Roberts and Coursen will join
together for a panel discussion entitled
"Shakespeare
and
the
Traditions of Popular Culture" at
3:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 12.
Come and take advantage of these
visiting professors' insights into the
study of Shakespeare and his influence on modern popular culture.

ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER

Classes Start
March 4-in Greenville.
Call today!

great scores...

Kaplan helps you focus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

and Watching Shakespeare on IV:
Shakespearean Performance as
Interpretation. Also, he is an
accomplished poet, having published fourteen books of poetry and
won such prestigious awards as the
Percy Bysse Shelley Lifetime
Achievement Award and the 1992
Poet Magazine Award. He has also
served as Director of Education (in
the United States) for the
International Globe Centre.
A lecture entitled "Prince Hal as
Unisex Role Model" will be given
by Dr. Jeanne Addison Roberts,
Professor of English, Emerita, from
American
University
in
Washington, DC. In addition to
authoring such books as The
Shakespearean Wild: Geography,
Genus,
and
Gender
and

NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR!!!
The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master
Teacher Award, presented annually during May Commencement to the outstanding
classroom teacher as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1500 and recognition as the year's most outstanding professor
represent the students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure quality
instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy
of such recognition. Nominations must be received by Friday, March 7,1997.
Simply complete the following nomination form and mail to the Alumni Center
by Campus Mail.
Thank you for your help in selecting the 1997 Alumni Master Teacher.
NOMINATION FOR 1997 ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER
Complete form, place in envelope, and mail or return to the Alumni Center, located
on the hill below the Clemson House.
Master Teacher Nominations
c/o Student Alumni Council
Alumni Center
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5603
Name of Professor

Department.

Comments

FREE Admission
University Union
Courtyard Level

656-2725
FEBRUARY

28,1997

March 1 •8:00 p.m. • Tillman Auditorium
on the Network Event Theater m
"Z\
Pick up free passes at the Info Desk Mj/lffl^
THE TIGER
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What'sH app

AROUM

NOW - MARCH 5
DOWN PAYMENT!
FIRST MONTH
PAYMENT!
TAXES & TAGS!

• "Summer Duet" Exhibition of artworks by CU
professor Yuji Kishimoto and
New England artist David
Chamberlain. Monday - Friday,
1 - 5 p.m. in the Brooks Center
lobby.

YOU DO
NOTNED

NEW CAR!

ACQUISITION FEE! „.

NO MONEY OUT OF POCKET!

'97 HONDA
CIVIC
Air, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette,
Floor Mats, Mud Guards

'97 HONDA '97 HONDA
ACCORD V6 PRELUDE Si
4-Door, Automatic, Air,
AM/FM Stereo Cassette^
Power Windows/Locks, Tilt,
Cruise, Floor Mats,
Mud Guards

AM/FM Stereo Cassette,
Alloy Wheels, Floor Mats,
Mud Guards, Spoilers

FEB. 28 AND MARCH 1
• Blue Plate Special presented by the Oconee
Community Theatre at 8 p.m.

$12 adults/ $6 students (yes,
CU too) and children. Call 8827700.
FEB. 28, MARCH 1, 2, 7, 8, 9
• The Adventures of Alice in
Wonderland presented by the
Clemson Area Youth Theatre.
Sunday matinees at 3 p.m.,
evening shows 7:30 p.m. at
the Pendleton Playhouse. $5
adults, $2 18 and under. Call
646-8100.

FR1DA
• Big Ass
• Jamie»Gr
Backstreets.
• Seven M
• Hazel Vii
Club.
• Dance P
• John C*al
Auditorium,
al public, $1(
Tickets avail?
Box Office or
lets.
*
SATURD
• Steven
Littlejohn Col
$16.50 - 22.
able at the U
TicketMaster
• Robyr.H
Peace Centei
Theatre. 8 p.
800-888-7*76
• Big Ass
• Tony Tid
Scalded Dog
Thoughtcrimi
• Soul fjoo
Club.

• T) Mo (Civic) or 23 Mo (Accord & Prelude). Optional final pml of: $9866 (Civic). SI7.I7I.S0 (Accord V6). or $17.-156.40
(Prelude). 8.74% APR (Civic). 6.89% APR (Accord V6). or 5.83% APR (Prelude). I2K Miles Allowed Per Year. I5t Per Miles
Overage Penalty. OAC Through American Honda Finance. Expires 3/6/97.

BOHONTI 7\ 1

r.rr&S^Sn*^^ —

HendncHHondaofEasley J£fs
HIGHWAY 123 • EASLEY, SC • 855-1234
1-888-GET-HONDA

W

GHEEMW1LU 1^

HIGH PRESSURE
MOTOR MILE!

(J8Parley§

SUNDA
• Kiss of t
at the Peace
Greenville? 7
39.50. Call

3723 Clemson Boulevard
Anderson, SC

I Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

: 20%
Off*

FRIGHTENING: Sample a new twist in poultry with Scary Chicken at Edgars next Friday.

with student I.D.
20% off any menu item after 4pm. Not valid with any other offer or promotion. Does not include
tax or gratuity. Please add gratuity from the original amount. Discount not valid on any daily
special or any alcoholic beverages. Exp. 4/30/97.

|

Friday, Feb 28 Shatterglass- Live, 10 p.m.
Saturday, March 1 CU vs Georgia Tech
on the BIG SCREEN, 4 p.m.
Thursday, March 6- Saturday, March 8 ACC Tourney
All games will be broadcast on the Big Screen

frf*"* * J
IclEMSON. Scl

Always open to 18 and over
with College ID

"lM^

Union Underground ^reat Qfbervice

3723 Clemson Boulev
Anderson, SC

Thursday Night Pool Tournaments
Sign Up By 8 p.m.
$5.00 entry fee
1st
and
2nd Place prizes
MOONLIGHT BOWLING
Every Friday Night 10 p.m. - 12:45 a.m.
$5 per person - includes games and shoes

formerly Union Games Area

max 6 people per lane

In case you didn't know
We Have Air Hockey!

Ih
PAGE
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pening
I

Classic Photography, Inc.

Immediate Openings for
Photographers
$6 to $9 per hour
Part-time weekends and evenings
Own transportation a must
Call 885-0036 for an appointment

AROUND-CLEMSONO
FRIDAY, TEB. 28

TUESDAY, MARCH 4

• Big Ass Plaid at McP's.
• Jamie»Gray*at
Backstreets.
• Seven Miles at TD's.
• Hazel Virtue at The Esso
Club.
• Dance Party at Rumors.
• John dale at Tillman
Auditorium. 8 p.m. $13 general public, $10 CJJ students.
Tickets available at the Union
Box Office or TicketMaster outlets.
*
*

• NTN Trivia Challenge at
Tiger Town Tavern. 11 p.m. - 1
a.m.
• Karaoke at TD's.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5
• TNT Acoustic Shootout at
Tiger Town Tavern. 10 p.m.
• Slim at Backstreets. 10
p.m.
• Moscow Festival Ballet at
the Brooks Center. 8 p.m.
$20 general public, $17.50
senior citizens, $15 youth/CU
students. Call 656-RSVP.

SATURDAY, MARCH 1
• Steven Curtis Chapman at
Littlejohn Coliseum. 7:30 p.m.
$16.50 - ^2.50, Tickets available at the Union Box Office or
TicketMaster outlets.
• Robyrv Hitchcock at The
Peace Center's Gunter
Theatre. 8 p.m. $14. Call
800-888-7*768. *
• Big Ass Plaid at McP's.
• Tony Tidwell & the
Scalded Dogs, fieautyCan,
Thoughtcrime at Rumors.
• Soul Ijood .zjt The Esso
Club.

cussHjpjiimwy]

THURSDAY, MARCH 6

Backstreets. 10 p.m.
• Jasmine Attic at The Esso
Club.
• Ladies Night at Rumors.
FRIDAY, MARCH 7
• Scary Chicken at Edgar's.
10 p.m.
• Seven Miles at The Esso
Club.
• Bad Creek at McP's.
• Dance Party (18 & up) at
Rumors.

o

A*/

SPRING BREAK <97

ROADTRIP: MYRTLE BEACH, SC
PARTY WITH THE BEST!!!!
• COTTAGES AND PRIVATE HOMES
• $75-$125 per person/week
• HOTTEST PLACE TO BE IN "97
• CALL FOR DETAILS AND FREE BROCHURE
• 800-645-3618

SATURDAY, MARCH 8
• The Blue Dogs at The
Esso Club.
• Bad Creek at McP's.

Quaf//y JrelouedjKusic

• Grass Cactus at

Sell old CD's. Get money.
Buy new or preloved CD's.
Behind Wachovia. Under Backsteet's.
102-3 Earle St.

653-8877

SUNDAY, MARCH 2
• Kiss of the Spider Woman
at the Peace Center in
Greenville* 7 p.m. $2039.50. Call 1-800-888-7768.

Monday* March 3rd
Charity Night
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE: Come

(The A0 pledge class of A(j)Q) will be
sponsoring the Sunshine House, a homeless
shelter in Anderson. Niffer's will donate 5%
of the day's sales to and the Sunshine House.

in to Rumorsfor a
makeover with Beauty
Can. They perform on
Saturday, March 1 along
with Tony Tidwell & the
Scalded Dogs and
Thomhtcrime.

l^tger {Eoton Eabern

Burger Might
The tradition continues...
with $2.99 burgers with a side.
That's onlg SB for gou and gour
date!!

Limited Edition

Wednesday

Tiger Town Tavern

Kids Eat Free
with an adult meal! Bring the
kids to Camp IXIiffer & have
them eat free!!

W

T-Shirts & Mugs

Are Here Now!!
ents

1977-1997

know
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1977-1997

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

3uy1

N.T.N.
Trivia Challenge
11pm - 1am
Sandwich Night
4-9pm

TNT Acousitic
Tournament
10pm
Burger Night
4-9pm

Buy 1 Get 1 free

Get 1 Free
from the entire
menu,4-9pm
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Appetizers
4-6pm
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Thursday
Student Might
Get in on a new tradition!
1 0°/o off with Student ID
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ShakespeareEvents
Saturday, March 1

■ The Complete Works of Wllm
Shkspr (abridged}: Shakin' Up
Shakespeare. 8 p.m. Bellamy
Theatre.
Sunday, March 2

■ The Complete Works of Wllm
Shkspr [abridged): Shakin' Up
Shakespeare. 2:30 p.m. Bellamy
Theatre.

The Bard's birthday present

■ Workshop: "The Woman's
Voice." Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 11 a.m. Bellamy
Theatre.
■ Lecture: "The Bard Goes to
Hollywood: Shakespeare's films
as Pop Culture." Herb Coursen. 2
p.m. 117 Brooks Center.
■ Lecture: "Prince Hal as a
Unisex Role Model." Jeanne
Roberts. 3:30 p.m. 117 Brooks
Center.

Monday, March 3

■ Rim: Max Reihnardt's A
Midsummer Night's Dream. 8
p.m. 117 Brooks Center.
Tuesday, March 4

■ Rim: George Cukor's Romeo
and Juliet. 8 p.m. 117 Brooks
Center.
Wednesday, March 5

■ Rim: Franco Zeffirelli's Romeo
andjuliet. 8 p.m. 117 Brooks
Center.

Thursday, March 6

■ Film: Gus Van Sant's My Own
Private Idaho. 8 p.m. 117 Brooks
Center.
Friday, March 7
■ Children's production: A

Wednesday, March 12

■ Workshop: "Directing Scenes."
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 10:10 a.m. Bellamy
Theatre.
■ Lecture: "Influencing
Shakespeare: Popular Medieval
Theatre and the Shakespearean
Stage." Frank Hildy 2 p.m. 117
Brooks Center.
■ Panel discussion w/ Coursen,
Hildy, & Roberts: "Shakespeare
and the Traditions of Popular
Culture." 3:30 p.m. 117 Brooks
Center.
■ Love's Labour's Lost:
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 8 p.m. Tillman
Auditorium.
Thursday, March 13

Midsummer Night's Dream. Plain
Elementary School Players. 7
p.m. Bellamy Theatre.
Saturday, March 8

■ Workshop: "Shakespeare's
Staging Conditions."
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 2 p.m. Brooks Theatre.
■ A Midsummer Night's Dream:
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 8 p.m. Brooks Theatre.
Sunday, March 9

■ Henry IV, Part 1: Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express. 8 p.m.
Brooks Theatre.

W

■ Demonstration: "Shakespeare's
Globe Theatre in Virtual
Reality." VR Lab, 135 Fluor
Daniel Engineering Innovation
Building. 3:30 p.m.
■ Romeo and Juliet: Warehouse
Theatre Company. 8 p.m. Brooks
Theatre.

It was a sunny day, and I was
out wandering the streets in
top hat and tails, swinging
that cane around like a dandy
on the boulevard, my Third
Eye Monocle taking it all in,
filtering out the superficial
half-truths
Calling it like I see it when I
stopped into the ole Magic
Market for a 20oz. of Cherry
Coke, cool and refreshing.
As I reached into the refrigerator to grab a bottle of Cherry,
I happened to look up at the
security camera. I said hello
with a smile and a wave, me
being the friendly neighbor, but
its returned reply was not quite
so friendly.
Fora beam of light shot out
of that mechanical eye and
punctured my own.
The light held me for the
briefest ofmoments, filling my
head with this message:
"William Shakespeare. 46 years
old. King James Bible. Psalm 46."
When I came to, I dropped
the Coke and ran out of the
store as it spewed its contents.
Once home, I did a little bit
o' research, discovering that the
King James Bible was translated
during the year of Shakespeare's

even though the earth be
removed, and through the
mountains be carried into the
midst of the sea;
Though its waters roar and
be troubled, though the mountains shake with its swelling.
There is a river whoses
streams shall make glad the
city of God, the holy place of
the tabernacle of the Most High.
God is in the midst of her,
she shall not be moved;
God shall help her, just at the
break of dawn.
The nations raged, the kingdoms were moved;
He uttered His voice, the
earth melted.
The Lord of hosts is with us;
The God of Jacob is our refuge.
Come, behold the works of
the Lord, Who has made desolations in the earth.
He makes wars cease to the
end of the earth;
He breaks the bow and cuts
the spear in two; He burns the
chariot in the fire.
Be still, and know that I am
God; I will be exalted among
the nations, I will be exalted in
the earth!
The Lord of hosts is with us;
The God of Jacob is our refuge.

iris Haire
guest columnist
46th birthday. After that, 1 read
Psalm 46, but I saw nothing.
However, hours later I found
myself sipping a Coke when the
solution to this riddle hit me.
I would count 46 words
from the top and circle the 46th
word. Then I would count 46
words from the bottom and circle the 46th word.
Well, 1 found something
quite rewarding, awe inspiring,
and quite possibly telling about
the Bible itself.
As for you, my attention
deficit readers, go grab a copy of
the King James Bible and do the
same.
Trust me. Take a bite.
God Bless William
Shakespeare.
King James Bible
Psalm 46
God is our refuge and
strength, a very present help in
trouble.
Therefore we will not fear,

We're Celebrating The

GRAND OPENING

Friday March 14

■ Romeo and Juliet: Tri-ART performance w/ Q&A afterward.
Warehouse Theatre Company.
9:30 a.m. Brooks Theatre.

Of Our New Location In Anderson!

Monday, March 10
■ A Midsummer Night's Dream: Tri-

ART performance with Q&A
session afterward. Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express. 9:30 a.m.
Brooks Theatre.
■ Workshop: "Rebellious Youth."
Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express. 1:25 p.m. Bellamy
Theatre.
■ Henry IV, Part 1: Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express. 8 p.m.
Brooks Theatre.

**thCTstea*s

Tuesday, March 11

■ Workshop: "Stage Combat and
Movement for Actors." 9:30 a.m.
Bellamy Theatre.

Hwy 93, Across from Bi-Lo

654 RIBS

HWECQfc

*Deot6 bailey T>divwf,

$1

$1

COUPONS GOOD AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

East Park Shopping Center ♦ Highway 123 ♦ Clemson ♦ 654-1397

■^Ju5cATK»y

We will deliver food
for any restaurant
for $1.

Salon Hours / T-F 10am-8pm / Sat. 8:30-6pm

Hannah Market Shopping Center ♦ 1706 E. Greenville St. ♦ Anderson ♦ 375-1344
Salon Hours / M-F 9am-8pm / Sat. 9-6pm

Applewood Shopping Center ♦ Seneca ♦ 888-0805
Salon Hours / M-F 9am-8pm / Sat. 8:30-6pm

$1

$1

Belton City Shopping Center ♦ 418 South Main St. ♦ Belton ♦ 338-1590
Salon Hours / M-W 9am-6pm / Th-F 9am-8pm / Sat. 8:30-6pm
GRAM) OPENING SPECIALS!

&M m-6690

Limited Time Offer

Local for Clemson

Haircut
Only

"i¥eef @tem&o*t: Sit &ack eutd tetax. let at ienoe {fouff

«P I .UO Reg. $11

Long Hair Extra
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Mon. - Wed.
Thurs. - Fri.
Sat.

cn

'

0 Cut & Blowst le

P° '

iow yTQ Qf>

v | SuperSoft
Perm
Complete with Haircut

n\y*plj.UD Reg. $14.50
"

u,n8Hl Eflra

| Now(£QQ Qff
| Only $£Z/.UD Reg. $38.95
Long Hair Extra

Expires 3/15/97

Open:

I

Limited Time Offer

Limited Time Offer

sham

Expires 3/15/97

Expires 3/15/97

• 11:00am- 9:00pm
• 11:00am -11:00pm
• 4:00pm-11:00pm
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Shakespeare gets shaken, not stirred by Warehouse Theatre
JOSEPH BATES

staff writer

Monty Python meets Macbeth?
Sixties' experimental theater done
in iambic pentameter? A Cliffs
Notes collection of fatal flaws
designed for the stage?
While all of these words may
be applicable, in the end there's
only one way to describe the theater company known as Shakin'
Up Shakespeare: their name says it
all.
The group, an outreach branch
of the Upstate's only professional
theater, The Warehouse Theater,
consists of three actors who shake
up the centuries-old Bar by barreling through everything (totaling
thirty-seven plays and one hundred fifty-four sonnets) ever put to
page by William Shakespeare.
And they do it all in an hour and a
half.
The group, who has performed
Macbeth in under an hour and
Hamlet completely backward,
brings The Compleat Works of
Wllm Shkspr (abridged) to the
Brooks Center's Bellamy Theatre
for two performances: Saturday,
March 1 at 8 p.m. and Sunday,
March 2 at 2:30 p.m.
This is not your father's
Shakespeare. It's faster. And funnier.
Speeding through the complete
Shakespearean canon is all in a
night's work for Shakin' Up
Shakespeare. Their summer performances at the Roper Mountain
Science Center's Bill Wilson
Amphitheater have become a
Greenville tradition, and their fast
renditions at venues such as The
Coffee Underground Theater, also
in Greenville, have cemented their
reputation as a quirky, comic
answer to the otherwise serious
Shakespearean drama.
The three actors who make up
the group have worked in the
Upstate theatre scene, both together and separately, for some time.
When he's not shakin' things up,
actor Steven Young serves as technical director for the Warehouse

Theater. Rounding out the trio are
Tiger Reel and Matt O'Patrny, both
CU alumni and former members
of the Clemson Players.
O'Patrny, who just graduated
last December, was most recently
seen on the Clemson stage in last
semester's The American Car and
can also be seen on Friday March
14
performing
with
the
Warehouse Theater Company in
Romeo and Juliet.
"It's a totally off-the-wall,
comic romp," says Chip Egan,
chair of performing arts here at
Clemson, of The Compleat Works.
"It has a lot of energy. And the
Bellamy Theatre is perfect to see it
in because it's such a small, intimate setting."The Compleat Works
of Wllm Shkspr has something for
everyone. For Shakespeare fans, it
has all the favorites you remember,
and some you might not.
For those who usually find
Shakespeare dull, it presents a
lighter side to those plays you were
forced to read in high school, cos-

turned and set in 20th century
context and delivered at a breakneck pace.
And for those of you who have
never been properly exposed to the
Bard (or those who would like to

get to know him again), you're in
luck;
you
can
sample
Shakespeare's entire body of work
in a scant ninety minutes.
And that, methinks, is a bargain.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Who: Shakin' Up Shakespeare
When: Saturday, March 1 and
Sunday March 2
Where: Bellamy Theatre

Medium One Topping $7.99
: Large One Topping $9.99 :
Medium Specialty $9.99
Large Specialty $11.99
No Coupon Required With Above Specials
Not valid with any other offer. Sales tax extra. Delivery charge may apply.
Limited time only. Limited delivery area.

fake "Fit*

fast Drivg

Lunch Buffet

[T

TT

Carry Out Only

®

If you took the test today,
how woiild yoi^ score?

*• Special $3.59 **
Dine-In, Carry Out

Pizza

$5.99

*

Large 1 Topping Pizza

Come find out.

Or 2 for $10.99

Call today to
reserve your seat!

**Please present coupon when ordering, limit one coupon per party per visit
at participating Pizra Hut® restaurants. Not valid with any other oner
ler.
Delivery charge may apply. Limited delivery area Additioi ml toppings
extraExpires 3/14/97.

Saturday, March 8
9 am—Martin jVf-Wing
third Floor

Please present coupon when ordering, limit one coupon per partyj per visit at
orticipating Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid with any other offer. Delivery
charge may apply. Limited delivery area Additional topp
toppings extra
Expires 3/14/97.

$4.99
or

-Hut

Pte*a
4fut

2 for $8.99

1-800-KAP-TEST
wwwlliapiart.corii

$6.99

Medium 1 Topping Pizza
& 2 12oz. Soft Drinks

Carry Out Only

KAPLAN

,. De|ivery

Dine-In, Carry Out
Delivery

$6.99

Medium 1 Topping Pizza
& 2 12oz. Soft Drinks

*P!ease present coupon when ordering. Limit one coup »i per |iarty, . *»*fll/I^Please present coupon when ordering. Limit one coupon per party per visit
at participating Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid with any other oljer.
~' participating Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid with airy other
mer offer.
otter,
Delivery charge may apply. Limited deli\
delivery area Additional toppings
Deli'
Jivery charge may apply. Limited delivery area Additionalil toppings
I
extraExpires 3/1
extraExpires
traExpires 3/14/97.
?

•COURSE UMtES are re$8Bre3(fad9maFk$
ot rhe!( respective owner;

Bring a friend

JL

what fila?
\\JL//

If you have or recently had mononucleosis, strep throat, measles, mumps,
rubella (german measles), or an initial
onset of herpes, syphilis, or chlamydia,
your blood may contain valuable antibodies.

POSITION
ANNOUNCEMENT

Earn up to $400 a month*—in just 3
hours a week. For more information, call

1-800-842-9099 ext. 8696.

Student fin, u) rtarin in Intimidnul Stuart 0
ailati irt not incMH1 in.1 wf nny Inn S6-S33.
Fire are
Fws
ire subject tto dunqt

Council Travel

2 AVAILA

CALL:l-800-2-C0UNCIL|

website: wwW.Ciee.org

Serologlcals

2

6

16

2

4

5

IHIIIIitllMIII

Creating A Healtliier World'

real life flicks/

*$50 per donation, donate up to twice a week

Job Title & Classification
Summer School Assignments Assistant (25-30 hrs. per week)

Purpose
Under general supervision assists with all phases of
Summer School Housing

<2<*£e'Z2.'Z/.'Z2. ® g,8,S'-<5&*?C>

Gemma Lewis @ 656-5452 or Cynthia Cooley @ 656-2080
Main Housing Office - 200 Mell Hall

I^f>cal Jor dernson
^>C# &MU& £t*€c£ T^***,

Open:

FEBRUARY

28,1997

-

^fet£" «*<* <*&t<*& ty<H&S/

I 1 :«(l;.in - 9;OOpm
1 1 :OOam - 1 1 :OOpm
4:OOpm - 1 1 :OOpm

Qualifications
A. Preferably seniors or graduate students.
B. Computer literacy and Business background a must!!
THE TIGER
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Diversi
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF THEATRE GOING

i. Hlpou sfcalt not talk
(tftt Hvst an& #reate0t
commandment;.

'?*
* ^wSrl?
«n(Vfo Perto?m
m^fM't
mo pout
^igfjb?****:£&*
***bo

*U*nt?3*

au&
cdlulav *pfcones)

4. Wou 0&alt not
crack (fyy gum in tfcy
ntigfyiov's ear0.

®hou *foh
'bum, Sttig
not

Pout

*• ^ftou 0^alt not
nn <
W ou*
m mnt

7. ^fjou 0ftalt not
open t|jy pur0e or
backpack (Ripper0,
0nap0 or t>elcro).

6. ^fjou sftaJt not
open cellopfjauetorappeo canoie0 or
tough orop0. (itntorap
tfcem before tfte pla^
0tart0, or at intermi00ion, or &o fcit&out)

i*rt m^e0^etleot
9

-MlHU

VLZilW**!

If

%

.

tfton to compare

10. f^ou 0ftalt not
arrive late nor kafce
early. (M you neefr to
U0e t&e re0troom,
plea0e toait until
in term i00ton

1 Hriovy if d?esn'r i"nke qny
5^5^-. i-f 5e€W&j |. (C£ sucli c,
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HOMICIDE
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narcotic or alcoholic substances. The results
have not been released.
Investigators are uncertain as to where the
murder occurred and at what time the crime
was committed. At approximately 11:55 a.m.
last Thursday, a heating-and-air conditioning worker eating lunch in the vicinity ol the
Y-Barn spotted a shoe bobbing on the surface
of the water. He contacted police, who
retrieved Holsonback's body from the water.
According to Addis, Holsonback and her
acquaintances traveled to Oconee County on
Wednesday evening. He refused to elaborate
further with any details concerning the last
night Holsonback was seen alive.
Vice President for Student Affairs Almeda
Jacks issued a statement at the Friday press
conference, expressing the administration's
shock and outrage over Holsonback's death.

In addition, Jacks made clear the
University's position if investigators determine that any Clemson student was involved
_^^_^__^___ in the homicide.
forbid if
"Heaven forbid any"Heaven
of our students
if any of our
or a student has
been involved in
students or a
any of this," she said,
student has
adding that this
been involved in would be grounds
for
immediate
any of this."
expulsion. "Not ever
to step foot back
ALMEDA JACKS
onto
this campus
Vice President for
Student Affairs again."
Investigators
have not yet found
any suspects in the case. University Police
Chief Lonnie Saxon said that investigators
are interviewing students in an attempt to
gather any information about Holsonback's
death. According to both Saxon and Jacks,

NEWS ■ PAGE 9

students are being considered as possible sus- and reported a large amount of blood on the
pects.
floor of the facility. Police officers from
"Anybody could be a suspect right now," Central discovered a pool of blood large
said Saxon. This was reinforced by a state- enough to indicate a stabbing or other seriment made by Jacks: "Any time we have an ous wounds.
incident on campus, there is a suspicion
Husain's clothes were still in the laundroinvolved; we would never rule out anyone as a matjner car was still parked outside and evisuspect."
t indicated that she was dragged from
The administration and poliJI depart,
...ene.
ment officials have cautioned sir.
lice listed as suspects a couple that had
1
reacquaint themselves with safetx
seen together on the premises playing a
to help prevent crime on campus,
radio loudly, but could find no solid leads.
the campus safety tips may be obtained
The University and University Science
the University police department.
Malaysia, which HusaiAwas to attend followAlthough homicide is uncoijvmfir
ing her studies at ClemsQn. put up $10,000 in
Clemson, this is not the first time,
reward money for any information leading to
years that the campus has had tp'deal
the missing student
the murder of a student.
Three months -.later, her remains were
Norsaadin Husain, an international
found apprmrmaf ely 20 miles away by a deer
dent from Malaysia studying food science, hunter in a wooded area near the Oconee
disappeared from the Suds & Duds laundro- Nuclear Power Plant.
mat in Central on June 8,1992.
—Mike McCombs contributed to this story
An employee called police at 8:45 p.m.

JOBS AVAILABLE
NEXT FALL!
Great resume builder. Good pay.
Managing Editor

Classified Ad/Office Manager

The managing editor is responsible for the
weekly operations of the newspaper, including
the duties of designing the pages, monitoring
production days to ensure that work is
completed in a timely way, placing ads for each
ssue, and enforcing obedience to style
guidelines for the newspaper.

The classified ad/office manager is responsible
for working with the business operations
manager to ensure supplies are well-stocked.
Further, this person is responsible for the
Campus Bulletin (classified) section and any
duties necessary for its layout and billing.

News Editor

The copy editors are responsible for reading
and correcting all copy using the stylebook of
the Associated Press as a primary source book.

Copy Editor (2)
The news editor is responsible for gathering
news, recruiting a staff of news writers, and
reporting on events of relevance
and interest to the University
body.

Sports Editor
The sports editor is responsible for covering
University sports as efficiently as possible in
an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers.

Photo Editor/Head Photographer
The photo editor/ head photographer is
responsible for filling photo requests for all of
the section editors and maintaining the photo
office, photo closet and the darkroom. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff
of qualified photographers.

Art Director
Time Out Editor
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering
entertainment events on campus with an
emphasis on on-campus productions. In
addition, he or she is obligated to build
a staff of qualified writers.

Editorial Editor
The editorial editor is responsible for writing
the lead edit on a subject chosen by the editorial
board of The Tiger which reflects the majority
opinion, regardless of his/her own opinion.

Circulation Manager
The circulation manager is responsible for
determining the best circulation route,
delivering the issues, mailing out subscriptions
and keeping an accurate record of subscribers.

The art director is responsible for filling art and
infographic requests for all the section editors,
including the editorial cartoon for each week's
paper. In addition, he or she is obligated to
build a staff of artists and assign appropriate
members to fill requests.

Layout & Design Coordinator (3)
The layout and design coordinator shall be
responsible for designing and physically laying
out on the computer all publications of The
Tiger according to the style set by the managing
editor and editor in chief.

Web Editor
The web editor shall be responsible for the
setup and maintenance of The Tiger's new web
page on the internet to be introduced this fall.

For more information call 656-2150. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by March 7 to be eligible to
run. Interviews will be on March 10 & 11 from 6 to 10 p.m. Employment and training
begins March 23. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at least one
sample of your writing.
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the hole was closed by 2:30 a.m.
Johnson said these holes come up in
software every once in a while and
there are people who do nothing
but look for these holes.
The hackers who got into the
Clemson system may have begun
exploiting the hole last month and
left themselves a way to get back in
later. Johnson said they may be able
to track down the hackers.
"I have some good leads from the
logs we have," said Johnson. "We're
comparing evidence with the other

systems that got hacked."
According to Johnson, this was
the first time the Clemson web
pages have been hacked and it was
a surprise.
"It really was a surprise,"
Johnson said, "but our big thing
was that we were able to recover. We
had good backups and we were able
to get it back up and running."
Johnson said that students can
help prevent system break-ins by
making sure their password is private and not too easy to hack.
"If they can exploit a normal
account to access a machine,"
Johnson said, "it opens up a lot of
avenues to hack the bigger stuff."

EARN EXTRA MONEY

Quick Hot Lunches

WEB

¥

FROM PAGE
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University
Subscription
Services

seeks aggresive\CAMPUS MANAGERS.

•Part-time at Full-time pay.
*$$$ Paid Out Monthly.
^
ctf
'Frequent Bonus Contests ^
*Set your own hours
*No cost to you .»<N*

MONTH DAY,

1997

break away on Amtrak(
(spring break)

Great Specials!
Serving Lunch or Dinner
Mon. - Sat. ll:30am-llpm
Full Liquor Bar

<U

Sardi's
Den

(price break)
Save 20JG*, that's 5#
more than ever before
with STUDENT ADVANTAGE3
on AMTRAK®. Call
1-800-TJSA-RAIL
in

Hwy 93, Across from Bi-Lo

a

(.54 RIBS
Sn
IR
IS

What, not a member?
m
m

£

(future break)

Lying In Myrtle Be^

Purchase an AMTRAK
ticket to anywhere
and you will get a
STUDENT ADVANTAGE®
membership valid through
August 1998 FREE!!!!!**

If So, You Car. Also Earn
Transferable College Credits
E8 $45 Per Credit Hr. - Hoiry & Georgetown Counties
m $49.50 Per Credit Hr. - Oul-of-Coumy
£
■ $99 Per Credit Hr. - Out-of-State

Phone
1-800-96-AMTRAK

Horry-Georgetown 'Ifechnical College m
Summer Term Classes Begin May 19
For more information call Jennifer at
(803) 349-5277, Monday through Thursday, from

That's a $35 value!***
Courtesy of AMTRAK &
STUDENT ADVANTAGE

8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M., Friday 'til 4:00 P.M.
jm-
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ALLTEL Corporation is a Fortune ^00 company
specializing in Telecommunications and Information
Services. ALLTEL employs approximately 16,000
individuals and provides services throughout the United
States and in 45 countries worldwide.
We offer career growth and opportunity in a progressive
environment. Our benefits package is supplemented hy
competitive salaries and excellent working conditions.
ALLTEL will he recruiting on-campus on March 26
for the following positions:
•
•
•
•
•

Client/Server Programmer/Developer
Client/Server Technical Support
Database Programmer
Product Testing
Reporting

AMTRAK
For reservations call your travel agent or

If you are a senior or graduate student in Computer
Science or a related field of study, please go to your Career
; Services Office for additional information and interview
sign-up.

11025 Anderson Drive, Suite 125 • Little Rc>ek. AR 72212
Job Line" (501)220-4104 • Fax-(501)220-7606
http://www.is.allrel.com

Enough's enough. Get out of
town. Fast. We have 500 places
to go. You're the student - you
figure out where.Grab the phone, make
a reservation and refer to ^^^ESEE
Head to your nearby Amtrak® station and
hop the next train home - or, wherever.
Just get going. Class dismissed!!

l-800-USA-RAIL
www.amtrak.com

ir ■■■*-!.*

'Special Amtrak spring break/Student Advantage discount effective for travel February 14, 1997 March 31, 1997; is not valid on certain blackout dates; and is subject to availability. You must provide
your Student Advantage membership number and refer to Code Y710 when you make your reservation;
you must present your card when you pick up your ticket. Some trains require reservations. Other
restrictions and blackouts may apply. Discount not applicable on Canadian portion of joint AmtrakA/IA
Services, certain Metroliners, and in conjunction with other promotions, offers or discounts. ""To
qualify for the Free Student Advantage membership through August 1998, follow these three simple
steps: (1) Make a reservation through Amtrak or your travel agent; (2) Travel on Amtrak at the regular
fare and complete your journey by March 31,1997; (3) Upon completion of travel, forward a photocopy
of your ticket and your Student Advantage application using the self addressed form. All tickets submitted
must be in the applicant's name and issued through an Amtrak ticketing counter or your travel agent.
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HELPWANTEP
HELP WANTED Men/Women earn
$480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at
home. Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings your local
area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT. C200.
SUMMER ON HILTON HEAD ISLAND.
Shore Beach Service is looking for
lifeguards for the summer season.
Call 803-785-3494 for information.
•S200-S500 WEEKLY* Mailing phone
cards. No experience necessary. For
more information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
Global Communication, P.O. Box 5679,
Hollywood, PL 33083.
$1500 Weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 301-429-1326.
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SUMMER
AT CAMP TACONIC. Prestigious coed
camp in beautiful Massachusetts
seeks caring and motivated sophomores, juniors, seniors, and grads
who love working with children.
General and specialty counselors
needed. Aquatics, Athletics, Musical
Theatre, Arts & Crafts, Science,
Video/ Photography, Newspaper and
Ropes/Wall/ Pioneering, Waterski.
Competitive salaries, plus room and
board. Join a dedicated team. Have a
rewarding and enjoyable summer! Call
800-762-2820.
Lifeguards, pool managers, and WSI's,
positions for subdivision pools available
in Greenville and Simpsonville. Call
Swimguard at (864)-322-0428 or (864)244-1915.
Lifeguards, pool managers, & WSI's
positions for subdivision pools in
Greenville & Simpsonville available. Call
Swimguard at 322-0428 or 244-1915.
UFEGUARDING. A JOB W/ TRUE
FLEXIBILITY! FT & PT POSITIONS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR LIFEGUARDS, POOL
MANAGERS, SWIM COACHES & SWIM
INSTRUCTORS IN N. METRO ATL AREA.
EXCELLENT PAY W/ BONUSES. CERT.
CLASSES AVAIL. CALL 1-800-8689083. E-MAIL: ALPHAPOOLS@AOL
.COM.

Lochearn Camp for Girls seeks kind,
enthusiastic, female staff with strong
activity skills in gymnastics, tennis,
watersports (WSI or LGT certified) stu-

dio and performing arts, field sports,
English Riding, hiking. Outstanding
facilities, magnificent Vermont setting, 20 minutes from Dartmouth
College. Positive attitude required;
prior experience is not! Mid-June
through Mid-August. Contact Rich
Maxson, Box 500, Post Mills, VT
05058; 1-800-235-6659; email:
Lochearn@aol.com.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Details on how to
find a high- paying job with excellent
benefits (transportation + room &
board). For information: 800-2760654 Ext A53814. (We are a
research & publishing company).
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in America's National Parks,
Forests, & Wildlife Preserves. Our
materials uncover rewarding opportunities in the outdoors. Call: 1-206971-3620 ext. N53815. (We are a
research & publishing company).
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS- EARN
S3000-S6000 & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in your
University's Campus Telephone
Directory this SUMMER. Excellent
advertising/ sales/ P.R. RESUME
BOOSTER. Call College Directory
Publishing: 800-466-2221 ext 230.
Visit our site at http://cdpnet.com.
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR EMPLOYMENT- Industry offers Travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean), incomparable
benefits, & good pay. Find out how to
start the application process now!
Cruise Employment Services provides the answers. Call 800-2764948 Ext. C53815. (We are a
research & publishing company).
PEOPLE WANTED TO WORK SUMMER IN MYRTLE BEACH, SC. Hiring
Lifeguards and Beach Concession
Workers. Earn Good Money while
working on the Beach!! $$ Salary
plus bonuses $$ + DISCOUNTED
HOUSING!! To apply or for further
information, call North Myrtle Beach
Lifeguards at (803)-272-4170.
EARN OVER $6,000 THIS SUMMER
RUNNING YOUR OWN BUSINESS!
Build your resume and gain real life
business experience upon graduation.
Summer management positions
throughout North and South Carolina
and Virginia. For more information call

CHRISTIAN SUMMER
CAMPS
In the Blue Ridge Mountains of

NORTH

CAROLINA

|<^D^\/CHOSADNC^
Seeking STAFF with deep
commitment to CHRIST.

Tuition Paintersat 1-800-3934521.
FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups needed to earn $500+ promoting AT&T,
Discover, gas and retail cards. Since
1969, we've helped thousands of
groups raise the money they need.
Call Bridget at (800)-592-2121 xl74.
Free CD to qualified callers.
SlOOO's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1>«00218-9000 Ext. R-6691 for Listings.
Fun Clemson restaurant now taking
applications for kitchen and front help.
Experience Helpful. Call 653-9555.
THE GALLEY RESTAURANT, FINE
WATERFRONT DINING, GREAT PAY,
FLEXIBLE HOURS, ONLY 12 MILES
FROM CAMPUS, NO SUNDAYS,
EVENINGS ONLY, NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS, APPLY IN PERSON AT
PORTMAN
MARINA,
LAKE
HARTWELL, ANDERSON, 287-3215
OR 287-3211Host/ Hostess. Liberty Hall Inn has
an immediate opening for a part- time
front desk person. Call for an appointment. 646-7500.
CARRABBA'S ITALIAN GRILL NOW
HIRING ALL POSITIONS. Apply in per
son (Mon-Fri.) between the hours of
11am to 5pm. Carrabba's is located
across the street from Outback Steak
House on Interstate Blvd. Carrabba's
Italian Grill is a new dining experience
brought to you by the people from the
Outback Steakhouse Inc. Carrabba's is
a dinner only restaurant that features a
wonderful mix of traditional and contemporary Italian cooking. "Non c'e
amore piu' sincero di quello del cobo."
"There is no love sincerer than the love
for food." 119 Interstate Blvd.
Anderson, SC.

FORRENT ~~
UNIVERSITY
RIDGE
CONDO.
"Contract fell through" 3 BR, 3 BD,
August to August. Furnished w/ washer and dryer. 246-9998.
1 and 2 BR apartments. All appliances. Daytime: 653-7717. After
hours: 654-3444, 888-0200, or 6472268.
Apts. for rent. 1 and 2 bedrooms
starting at $295. 653-7717 after
hours 888-0200, 654-3444, 6472268.

BestEHEH
In The
Upstate
Where?

Cooks, Rock Climbing. Horseback
Mountain Hiking. Tennis. 'Riding,
White Water Canoeing.
Swimming. Field Sports. Arts.
Backpacking. MORE.

2500 Morgan Mill Rd, Brevard
NC 28712 «(704) 884-6834

Sardi's
Den
Hwy 93, Across from Bi-Lo

654-RIBS

m
Clemson Summer School in Italy

a

Spend five weeks in residence in a 19th Century Italian
Villa in Genoa, and earn six credit hours toward your
General Education requirement. First or second summer
session. Includes ten days touring other Italian cities.
Courses offered include:
Introductory Italian Language and Culture

Spring
Break
Panama
City!
Boardwalk Beach Resort! Best Hotel,
Location, Price! 7 Nights $129!
Daytona - Best Location $139!
Cocoa Beach Hilton $169! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279! Includes All Meals, Parties
& Taxes! Great Beaches & Nightlife!
Leaves From Ft Lauderdale! springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386.
Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air & Hotel From
$429! Save $150 On Food, Drinks &
Free Parties! 111% Lowest Price
Guarantee! springbreaktravel.com 18006786386.
Florida Spring Break! Panama City!
Room With Kitchen Near Bars $119!
Daytona Best Location $139! Florida's
New Hotspot- Cocoa Beach Hilton
$169! springbreaktravel.com 1-8006786386.

MISCELLANEOUS
Recipes/ 5 ingredients. Delicious,
Quick and Easy Meals, Salads and
Desserts. Send SASE Heart to
Home, 2175 Chapparal St., Navarre,
Fla. 32566.
A.C.C. TIXX WANTED ALL LOCATIONS. TOP S$S PAID. GLOBAL 1800499-8499.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000. Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/ VISA application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
HUNKS— needed for Mr. Suntan
Photo Contest. Win $100 plus modeling session. Send two or more photos, HT, WT, phone # and letter size
SASE to: MALESEARCH, P.O. Box 27,
Greenwood, SC 29648.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID- Student
Financial Services profiles over
200,000+ individual scholarships,
grants, loans, and fellowships- from private & government funding sources. A
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FREE

He

FORSALE ~~
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll Free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. H-6691 for
current listings.
Hot Tub/ Acrylic Spa, New in Sept.
'96, operates on a 110V outlet, Seats
5, $1800/ 0B0, WILL DELIVER, Call
654-8605, serious calls only please.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
25% OFF CLEMSON STUDENTS. Hidea-way at MOUNTAIN BROOK COTTAGES in the NC Smokies. Now $120
per weekend for 2. FIREPLACES. Only
2 hours away. 704-586-4329.
Found- 2 1/2 by 4 inch Antique photograph of post civil war era bearded
man, near the Trustee House.
Contact The Tiger office @ 656-2150.
2 Morphine Tickets. March 18, 8:00
pm. Variety Playhouse, Atlanta.
$15.00.
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Contraceptive
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selfcare.
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hitecture, Arts and Humanities
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MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 1-800-2636495 Ext. F53815. (We are a research
& publishing company).
Pet Sitting Service. Call the Critter
Sitter at 646-7031.
Clemson Summer School In Italy.
Spend five weeks in residence in a
19th century Villa in Genoa and earn
six credit hours to work your General
Education requirement. First or second summer session. Includes ten
days touring other Italian cities.
Courses offered include: Introductory
Italian Language and Culture,
Elementary Italian, Rim Theory and
Criticism, Great Film Directors, Music
Appreciation, Music History, Italian
Opera, Humanities Survey, Survey of
World Literature. Cost: $2,600
includes room at the Villa in Genoa,
all meals seven days a week prepared
daily by Italian cook, ten days traveling
in Italy including train fares, hotels
and meals. Not included in this fee
are airfare to Italy and Clemson
tuition for credits taken. For more
information and reservations contact:
Carol Hood, 119 Lee Hall. 656-3636,
Fax: 6560204. E-mail: CH00D@clemson.edu.

1&*
I

Cost: $2,600 includes room at the Villa in Genoa, all
meals seven days a week prepared daily by an Italian
cook, ten days traveling in Italy including train fares,
hotels, and meals. Not included in this fee are airfare to
Italy and Clemson tuition for credits taken. For more
information, contact:
Carol Hood, 119 Lee Hall
656-3636, fax: 656-0204
e-mail: chood@clemson.edu

B
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SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER- BEACON
BEACH RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR
POOL, HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB,
SUITES UP TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI
BEACH BAR, HOME OF THE WORLDS
LONGEST KEG PARTY. FREE INFO 1800-488-8828. WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM.
*** SPRING BREAK '97*** CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, KEY WEST,
SOUTH PADRE, PANAMA CITY, DAYTONA! FREE "MEALS & DRINKS" PACKAGE FOR PAYMENTS RECEIVED BY JANUARY 31! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 8
OR MORE! TROPICAL TOURS INC. @ 1800-931-8687.
EUROPE $169. Within USA $79$129. Caribb/ Mexico $189. r/t.
Cheap
Fares.
Everywhere!
airhitch@netcom.com.
www.islcom.fr/airhitch/ 800-3262009.
Panama City, Florida. Best Hotels:
Holiday Sunspree, Days/ Ramada,
Quality. $139 per week. MTV on location! Campus Connections 1-888750-4SUN.

that

Elementary Italian
Film Theory and Criticism
Great Film Directors
Music Appreciation
Music History
Italian Opera
Humanities Survey
Survey of World Literature

A program of the Co1

2 female Clemson students to seek a
3rd to share a 3- bedroom Northlake
Condo. Washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
pool, tennis court, guard, access to
lake. Must love and tolerate animals
and be fun- loving. $250/month plus
1/3 utilities. Call Jessica @ 2242275.
2 & 3 Bedrooms furnished apartments w/ 2 full baths walking distance
to campus & downtown. A.C., washers
& dryers, dishwashers, garages &
storage rooms. All units overlook
courtyard & pool. 864-2240593.
385.00 monthly. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Water/ lot rent included.
Mobile home. Available immediately.
Call 654-5637.
Furnished room- privileges- $75.00/
week or $275.00/ month. 2241494.
House for rent. 118 Freedom Dr. I'm
from Clemson. Short term lease ok.
3 BR, 2BA, Big yard, Furnished. Rent
negotiable. 882-0381. Leave message or (901)-660-0923 evenings.
House in Clemson: 2 Bedrooms, 1
Bath, Central Heat/Air. $595/month.
653-3512.
House in Clemson: 4 Bedrooms, 2
Bath, Large Yard, Partially Furnished.
$1080/ month. 653-3512.
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Packaged together for Double Protection
CarePlus™ gives you 2 simple-to-use methods
to help prevent HIV (AIDS), sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), and Pregnancy
when used together, each time you have sex.

Now available at leading stores.
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University Union
Grand Re-opening

»

«

4

Have Lunch with The Union today:
11:30a.m., Cost: $5.50 or Tigerstripe Meal Plan
3 - Line Dancing II
Learn the more advanced steps of line
dancing including the Electric Slide, The
Macarena. Tush Push and Boot Scootin'
Boogie. No partner required. Cost is $ 15.
The course will be held in the Palmetto
Ballroom from 7-8:30 p.m. (Three
sessions).

Co-founder of the Velvet Underground
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Inducted

^j^EEfi*^

D0HN CALE

4/5 - Community First Aid & Safety

Saturday,

Comprehensive course. Receive Red
Cross certification in First Aid as well as
adult, infant, and child CPR. Textbook
included. First Aid certificate expires one
year from course completion date. Cost
is $40. The course will be held in room
807 Union from 5-9 p.m. Sign up deadline
is March 1.

April 12
8:00 p.m.
Tickets • $ 1 3.00 • Tickets

6 - Beginning Guitar (class 1 of 6)
Learn basic major/minor chords plus
many strum patterns. This class will start
you on your way to becoming more
rythmatic in music. Bring your favorite
guitar to the class. Cost is $30. The course
will be held in room 807 Union from 6-7
^j p.m. (six sessions-every Thursday except
March 20).

Friday February 28,1997
8 p.m. • Tillman Auditarium
Tickets available at the Union Box Office
& All TicketMaster Outlets
or charge by phone 864-233-2525
CU Students $10 • General Public $13

EDGAR'5

6 - Massage Therapy
|j|| Learn basic techniques to relax and soothe
if your body after a long, tiring day. Some
Soils will be provided by the instructor.
ISgStop by or call the Information Desk
^concerning materials needed. Cost is $ 10.
,The course will be held in the Palmetto
r
Ballroom from 6-^p.m.
■;>-

9 & 10 - Beginning Shagging
Come and join th^ fun while dancing to
your favorite beachjnusic. Learn the basic
Psteps of the old style Myrtle Beach Shag.
shiNo partner required. Cost is $15. The
■course will be Held in the Palmetto
^^ Ballroom from 6-7 p.m.

Intermediate Shagging

Important Information:
Register for short courses at the Union
Information Desk. You must register at least
three days prior to the short course start date.
Anyone can register for Union Short Courses
including student, faculty and staff!
For more information, stop by the Union
Information Desk or call 656-HELP!

■

Saturday, March 1
• 7:30 p.m. •

Tickets on Sale NOW!

Weekend Dance Party with
DD Hollywood
Free Admission»10pM-2AM'18 and over
Grass Cactus
Fri, Feb. 28 - LIVE! 10 P.M.

Early Bird Specials

Tickets Available at the Union Ticket Office
For more information call the
Union Ticket Office at 656-2461

Union

Games Area

¥

Ballroom Dancing

Steven Curtis Chapman
Littlejohn Coliseum

f

Fridays • 4:30-8:00 p.m.
Saturdays* 1:00-6:00 p.m
Sundays* 4:00-10:00 p.m.
$1.50 Bowling • $.50 Shoe Rental

Also offering:

At the Union Ticket Office TicketMaster
Outlets or Charge by phone (864)233-2525
On Sale Today!

Moonlight Bowling
10:00 p.m.-12:45 a.m.

Every Friday

$5.00/person for bowling and shoes

jit Your Leisure
March 1
Charlotte Trip to Fasti and lYall

Information
HotLine
AIRPORT SHUTTLE RATES
SPfc//\7^- SPRING BREAK
Greenville Spartanburg Airport
•$20 each way!
•Leavmg-March 12-15
•Returmng-March 21-24

& Motor Car Museum
Expand your winter with ice skating and the
Call Union Help Desk
most extravagant shopping spree to the famous
"Eastland Mall." For more details sign up at 656-HELP for more info!
the Information Desk.
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Byrd wins golf Tourney
LISA JM PAYTON

staff writer
Freshman Jonathan Byrd, playing in his first spring tournament
as a Clemson golfer, won the
Puerto Rico Classic Tuesday.
Byrd scored a four-under-par
212, shooting rounds of 74,68 and
70. This was the third-lowest score
by a Clemson freshman in school
history.
Byrd helped Clemson secure a
third- place team finish with a
total score of 870.
Fourteen teams participated in
the tournament.
Florida won the event for the
third-straight year with a score of
861, while Texas came in second at
866.
Byrd is the first Clemson freshman to win a tournament since

ACC
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Katie Smrcka-Duffy and Umeki
Webb.
"Howard is a must to defend,"
said Davis. "She is a key. Umeki
Webb also creates problems
because she is a post player who
handles the ball like a guard."
However, the Lady Tigers have a
leader of their own in guard Itoro
Umoh, who averages 12.5 points
per game. Umoh was recently
named second-team All-ACC.
"At first I was shocked," said
Umoh. "There are some good players in this league, so I am happy to
receive this honor."
Cottrell, who leads the team in
rebounding with 6.9 boards per
game, was the tournament MVP in
Clemson's ACC championship
run last season. She is optimistic
about the team's chances.
"N.C. State is a good team, but
we've beaten them before and we
can do it again," says Cottrell, refer-

Chris Patton tied for medalist honors with teammate Kevin Johnson
at the 1987 Gamecock Invitational.
In addition, he is the first Tiger
rookie to win a tournament outright since 1975 when Jimmy
White won two events.
Byrd's performance was not a
surprise. He was Clemson's top
finisher at the Topy Cup in Japan
during the fall, finishing sixth
individually with a one-under 215.
Clemson had two other golfers
in the top 15.
Senior Richard Coughlan finished 10th with a two-over-par
218, while Charles Warren had a
219, finishing 15th.
Joey Maxon fired a 224 and finished in 29th, while Elliot Gealy
shot a 227 and placed 37th.

Monday:

Tuesday:

Cuban
Thursday:

Homemade Soups

at

Sardi's
Den
Hwy 93, Across from Bi-Lo
(.54 RIBS
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Write Sports : It Will bring a smile to your face during your otherwise
dreary life. Call Owen at 656-0986 for more jnfomation. It's Dig fun,
and you will get paid.
• • •

7WV
REDFERN

REDFERN

REDFERN HEALTH CENTER
Monday-Friday 7:30AM - 5PM

Telephone: 656-2233

Taking
Care
of You

ring to Clemson's 60-54 win in
Littlejohn Coliseum Jan. 8.
"We need to execute on offense,
and play well on defense, because
that is what wins games for us,"
Umoh said.

Italian Specials

PAGE

♦ Nutrition

♦Fitness

Schilletter Dining Hall

♦Well being

Thursday, March 6

10AM-3PM

Sponsored by:
Food One, Inc.
General Mills
Mclntyre & Company
Clemson Dining Service
ARAMARK Corporation
Redfern Health Center

SHAC/Student Health Advisory Committee
Healthy Living Through Education
illllllU
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Heritage Pointe
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Apartments
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One & two bedroom apartments • Swimming Pool • Tennis Court • CAT Shuttle
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Stove
Refrigerator
Dishwasher

*

Microwave
W/D Connections
Laundry Room

#
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s

*
#

X
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Take Hwy. 123 toward Easley, Exit on Issaqueena Trail (next exit past Hwy. 93) Turn left,
Heritage Pointe is on the left, 1 mile from the exit ramp.)
Approximately 3 miles from Clemson University.
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Call 653-77 17
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After Hours: 654-3444 • 888-0200. 647-2268

X

A Burton Properties Community
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Loss to Terrapins evens ladies' ACC record
► Tigers prepare for ACC
Tournament smartingfmm
late-season slump.
CHRISTOPHER KISCO

staff writer
Maryland center Kalisa Davis
hit two free throws with 11 seconds
remaining to ice the game in a 7064 victory over Clemson Saturday
night in Littlejohn Coliseum.
The loss drops the Lady Tigers'
overall record to 17-9 and evens the
team's ACC record at 8-8.
Maryland improves to 18-8 and
pulls ahead of Clemson in the conference standings with a 9-7
record.

Clemson is sixth in the conference, while Maryland finished in
fourth place.
This was the second victory for
the Terps over Clemson this season. Maryland convincingly
defeated Clemson 72-53 in College
Park, Md., on Dec. 7.
Davis' clutch shooting thwarted a courageous comeback by the
Lady Tigers, who scored nine
points in the final minute to whittle a 10-point Maryland lead to
two.
Clemson guard Itoro Umoh
scored five of Clemson's last nine
points. For the game, she tallied 15
points and grabbed 10 rebounds as
she posted her fourth double-dou-

ble of the season. Nine of Umoh's
rebounds were offensive boards.
The difference in the game
proved to be the shooting percentages by both teams.
The Terps shot a blistering 55
percent from the field, while the
Lady Tigers struggled at 35 percent.
Shooting has been a major concern for the team this season. The
Lady Tigers have shot below 40
percent in 10 of the their last 16
games.
Head coach Jim Davis said the
team's lack of offensive productivity against Maryland primarily
resulted from the Terrapins' stingy
zone defense.

"I don't think we handled their
zone very well," Davis said. "We
played a perimeter game and did
not get inside their zone defense."
The Tigers shooting woes can
be explained by Maryland's tenacious scoring defense, which ranks
fifth in the nation. Maryland holds
opponents to an average of 55.1
points per game.
The Lady Terrapins secured an
early lead in the first half, riding a
strong performance from forward
Sonia Chase. Chase scored 16 firsthalf points, equaling her season
high. She finished with 20 points,
while Davis added 22.
The Terrapins went into the
locker room with a 29-24 lead and

continued to hold the advantage
in the second half.
The Clemson deficit bulged to
11 points with 541 to play. The
Lady Tigers spent the remainder
of the game trying to catch up but
always seemed one big play short.
"It seemed every time we needed a stop, they'd come up with a
big basket." Davis said. "Our kids
fought hard to get back in the
game, but we dug ourselves too
deep a hole."
Free throw shooting kept the
Lady Tigers within striking distance.
Clemson made a remarkable 24
of 26 (92.3 percent) from the charity stripe.

Umoh named second-team All-ACC by writers
STAFF REPORTS

Guard Itoro Umoh was named
second- team All-ACC by the
Atlantic Coast Sports Writers
Association Monday.
Currently, Umoh leads the
Lady Tigers in scoring (12.5 points
per game), assists (65) and steals
(59).

Baseball
Junior catcher Matthew LeCroy
is the ACC Player-of-the-Week.
LeCroy hit .563 for the week of Feb.
17-23.
He also tallied three homers
and 10 RBI during the stretch. In
addition, LeCroy has compiled a
13-game hitting streak. The streak
includes games from last season.

The baseball team has cracked
the top-10 in the Collegiate
Baseball poll. Clemson, with its 70 record, ranks 10th.
In the Baseball America poll,
the Tigers jumped three spots to
19th.
Football
Offensive linemen Jim Bundren

and Glenn Rountree were recently
named to the 1996 All-ACC
Academic Football team.
Bundren, a junior majoring in
Parks, Recreation and Tourism
Management, has a 3.0 GPA. In
addition to his academic honor, he
was a 1996 first-team All-ACC
selection.
Rountree majors in agronomy

and posts a 3.69 GPA. The senior
offensive guard was a 1996 secondteam All-ACC member.
Golf
Clemson is ranked sixth in the
latest Rolex Collegiate Golf Poll.
The top five teams are UNLV,
Oklahoma State, Texas Christian,
Arizona and Wake Forest.

Tracksters claim ACC Championship as Tar Heels fall
KATHY RUKAT

staff writer
The men's indoor track-andfield team came from behind to
win
the
1997
ACC
Championships, beating defending titleholder North Carolina.
The meet was held in
Greensboro, NC.
"Every member made a contribution," said head coach Bob
Pollock. "It's always a great win
when you beat UNC"
Clemson overcame a 13-point
deficit to win the championship
155.5 to 141.
In addition, Pollock received
the ACC Coach-of-the-Year award.
This is the fifth time he has been
given the award in his nine-year
Clemson career.
"It was a thrill to win as a coach,
but it was better to win as a team,"
said Pollock.

With his fastest time ever, 7.34,
Greg Hines placed first in the 55m
hurdles and provisionally qualified for the NCAA Championships
in March.
Jeremichael Williams finished
third with a time of 7.36, also an
NCAA provisional qualifying
time.
• First place in the pole vault was
claimed by David Hartzler when
he cleared a height of 16'07.50".
Matt Helinski threw the 35pound weight 63'04.75", breaking
the ACC record.
An N.C. State thrower, however,
placed first with a longer throw.

Helinski's effort was a NCAA provisional qualifying mark.
In addition, Helinski placed
third in the shot put with a
54'06.50" mark.
Charles Allen, Shawn Thomas,
Marcus Phillips and Tony Wheeler
missed the provisional NCAA
qualifying time by 0.02 seconds in
the 4x400m relay. They claimed
second place in the event with a
time of 3:14.02.
Carlton Chambers placed second with a time of 6.34 in the 55m
dash. Esteban Diaz took second in
the mile run with a time of 4:12.94.
Josh Scott placed fifth in the

Transferable Credits
Accelerated Sessions
Start Dates May through July
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country.
Wilson placed second in the
400m dash and provisionally
qualified for the NCAAs with her
time of 54.74.
Simone Tomlinson earned an
NCAA provisional qualifying time
when she ran the 55m dash in 6.96.
Tomlinson earned a second-place
finish.
Sharia Clinkscales cleared the
5'07.75" mark in the high jump for
a third-place finish. Nicole Sims
threw the shot put 48'06.75" to
place second. Trevi Frazier placed
fourth in the long jump after leaping 19'09.50".

JOHN CALE

MYRTLE BEACH

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

long jump with a mark of
2310.25". In addition, Scott cleared
the 611.00" mark in the high jump
for a second-place finish.
"We are in a good position for
the NCAA meet," Pollock said.
The Lady Tigers finished third
in the ACC Championships
behind UNC and Florida State.
Shekera
Weston,
Kim
Norsworthy Samantha Watt and
Shenita Wilson continued their
dominance in the 4x400m relay.
Their time of 3:42.76 gave them a
first-place finish. Earlier this season, the team ran the secondfastest 4x400m relay time in the
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Tigers drop heartbreaker to Seminoles
► Poor rebounding helps
the Seminoles upset the
Tigers, 67-65.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor
The Tigers allowed Florida
State to get the ball off of the
offensive glass seven times Sunday
afternoon.
The seventh time killed them.
Guard Kerry Thompson followed his own miss with a higharcing floater off the backboard at
the buzzer to give the Seminoles a
last-second 67-65 win over the
Tigers in Littlejohn Coliseum.
"I told Kerry that if he saw
something, give it up. If not, keep it
in his hands," said Seminole coach
Pat Kennedy. "They were keying
on James [Collins] and LaMarr
[Greer]."
Thompson's first attempt at the
winning shot, a three-pointer,
missed short off the front of the
rim. There were three Tigers in the
area, but the ball ended up in
Thompson's hands.
"You can't give the ball back to
them in that situation," said

Clemson head coach Rick Barnes.
Thompson suggested that the
Tigers may have relaxed after the
first shot, thinking time would run
out. Tiger forward Greg Buckner
disagreed.
"We just didn't box out as a
team," said Buckner.
The game had been a see-saw
affair right to the end. Seven points
was the largest lead for either side,
and the contest was tied seven different times.
At the 12:21 mark of the second
half, the Tigers found themselves
down by five before making a 10-0
run.
Buckner scored a layup and
then hit two free throws after
being fouled by forward Ron Hale
on the next trip. Code then hit a
three-pointer on the next possession.
Vincent Whitt hit a wide-open
three from the top of the key at the
8:51 mark to finish the run.
Whitt also had two assists on
the streak that put Clemson ahead
52-47.
The Tigers appeared to be in
command, but the lead vanished
as the Seminoles went on a 10-1
run over the next 2:53.

Barnes said the Seminoles
attacked the Tiger defense as well
as any team they have played this
season.
"Penetration was the key in this
game," Barnes said. "They penetrated our defense and shot over
our heads."
The Tigers fouled inside the last
minute to send the Seminoles to
the free-throw line. A combination
of missed Seminole free throws
and a clutch pair Tiger free throws
by Harold Jamison tied the game
with 16 seconds remaining, setting
the stage for Thompson's heroics.
"It's a hard way to lose a game,
mainly because of the way we
fought back after such a large
point deficit," said Barnes.
Buckner led the Tigers with 20
points. Terrell Mclntyre added 12,
while Iker Iturbe continued his
outstanding play of late with 11
points, eight rebounds and three
assists. Iturbe has posted doublefigure scoring performances in his
last three games.
In addition, Mclntyre had three
assists but turned the ball over five
times.
James Collins led Florida State
with 17 points.

MARC D€l VECCHIO/plwlo editor

HANDS OFF: GregBuckner draws contact from LaMarr Greer of FSU
during Saturday's 67-65 loss to the Seminoles.

Strong performance from Browning sinks UK
► The young Tiger baseball squad
continues to exceed expectations.
Louis

MARC DEL VECCHKVphotnrditor

HOT STREAK: Catcher Matt LeCroy helped the Tigers defeat Kentucky. LeCroy is enjoying
al3-game hitting streak.

GARMENDIA

staff writer
The 13th-ranked baseball team showed
why they are one of the nation's best teams
this past weekend.
Solid starting pitching and an explosive
offense led the Tigers to a lO^vidliofjyiover
Kentucky Sunday, completinga three-game
sweep of the Wildcats.
Skip Browning allowed'just three hits
while striking out six batters during five
innings of work. Browning, a freshman, is
now 2-0 with a 0.00 earned run average in
over 12 innings.
Offensively, the Tigers used an eight-run
fourth inning to build an insurmountable
lead. The inning began with three straight
singles by third baseman Eric DeMoura,
designated hitter Brian Ellis and second
baseman Brian Holstad to load the bases.
Shortstop Kurt Bultmann then belted a
double to left field which cleared the bases.
The Tigers would score four more runs on an
assortment of walks and errors before
Holstad capped the rally with a single that
scored first baseman Jason Embler. Holstad
broke an 0-13 slump by going 3-5 with one
RBI. Bultmann also led the way with two
doubles and two RBI.
Catcher Matt LeCroy maintained his 13game hitting streak with a 1-3 performance.
The streak includes games from last season.
Saturday's doubleheader featured a brilliant performance by LeCroy. He went 5-9
with six RBIs in leading the Tigers to victories of 7-6 and 4-3.
"He's gotta play big for us," said head
coach Jack Leggett. "He got some big hits for
us. We need him to be a leader for our young
pitching staff."
In the first game, LeCroy followed a

Bultmann RBI single by ripping a hit up the
middle to give the Tigers a 3-1 lead in the
third inning.
But his biggest play of the game came
from behind the plate in the seventh inning.
With runners on second and third base with
only one out, LeCroy picked off the runner
at third.
"That was a delayed pickoff," said LeCroy.
"I got the third baseman's attention and
threw behind the runner after the pitch."
The pickoff saved a run, as Kentucky second baseman Andy Green would later drive
in the runner from second base.
Ryan Mottl got the win, improving his
record to 2-0 on the season. Mike Additon
squelched a late rally attempt and picked up
the save. Bultmann went 3-5 in the game,
including two doubles and three RBI.
The second game of the doubleheader
included some great pitching and some late
inning heroics. In the bottom of the seventh,
with the game tied at one, LeCroy again
came up big.
He blasted a three-run home run to give
the Tigers a 4-1 lead.
"It was a 3-1 count, and I was looking for
a fastball," said LeCroy. "I've been seeing the
ball well, and hopefully I will continue to
hit well."
Meanwhile, Scott Hauser had a strong
outing.
He went 8 1-3 innings with his only
earned runs coming off a two-run homer in
the ninth. Additon again came in and
picked up the save.
Leggett was pleased with the performance of his young pitching staff.
"Hauser did a good job today," Leggett
said.
"Additon has also been doing a good job,
throwing his fastball and breaking ball for
strikes. Overall, we pitched well, hit well,
and I think we learned some lessons today."

Men learn valuable lesson against Florida State
OWEN DRISKILL

sports editor
Clemson's 67-65 loss to Florida
State Sunday in Littlejohn
Coliseum provided a lesson for the
Tigers.
The defeat was an education
which taught the nature of the
sacrifice required to become an
elite basketball program.
"As a team, we play hard,"
Coach Rick Barnes said. "But
believe it or not, you have to take it
to another level. You have to go
harder than you can even probably
imagine you can go."
Last season, Clemson transcended the unimaginable.

The Tigers entered the ACC
tournament as a borderline team
for an NCAA tournament bid.
After the end of the regular season,
Clemson had 17 wins and a 7-9
conference record.
In their first round game
against UNC, the Tigers elevated
their level of play, and forward
Greg Buckner elevated for a gamewinning dunk with 0.6 seconds
remaining.
Clemson earned an NCAA bid
for the first time since 1990.
This season, the Tigers have 20
wins, are guaranteed at least an 88 ACC record and are a perennial
member of the top-15 rankings.

Moving beyond the very good
stage, however, is a difficult task.
"We will quickly realize that
step is a whole lot harder than the
step we've just taken to get here,"
Barnes said.
Buckner said the team is willing to accept Barnes' challenge to
strive for a higher level of success.
"He can ask a whole lot more
from us," Buckner said. "As a
coach, he knows what it takes to
get a team to where they want to
be. We really respect him."
Barnes said mental preparation
is the key factor in becoming an
elite team.
For example, he said one of the

most troublesome statistics from
the Florida State game was guard
Terrell Mclntyre's five turnovers.
The total is Mclntyre's highest
number of turnovers in a single
game this season.
"He's too good right now for
that," Barnes said.
Turnovers limited the Tigers'
offense, but Clemson's oftensmothering defense suffered a
lapse Sunday.
The Seminoles shot 52 percent
from the field.
Their performance was only
the seventh time this year a team
has shot over 50 percent against
Clemson.

"I'm disappointed that we let
someone come in and shoot 52
percent against us," Barnes said.'
"That bothers me more than anything,"
Florida State nailed 24 of 46
shots, but the final buzzer-beater
by
Seminole
guard
Kerry
Thompson defined the game.
The shot provided FSU's victory, but it also reinforced an integral
lesson for the remainder of
Clemson's season.
"One possession, here or there,
could be the difference in going to
the next level," Barnes said. "It's an
extremely fine line, and that's the
line we have to step over next."

WEEKEND

BASKETBALL

Women vs. N.C. State
ACC Tournament

Men's basketball

Today at 8:30 p.m.

at Georgia Tech

Independence Arena,

4 p.m. Saturday.

Charlotte, N.C.

ACC tourney next for Lady Tigers
► Lady Tigers preparefor ACC
tournament, hope to rebound
from recent losses.
Louis

ADAM THOMAS/ ' ifl photographer

RALLYING THE TROOPS: Lady Tiger coachjim Davis
hopesfora strong performance this weekend.

Swimmers
best in ACC
1

► Lady Tigers defeat ACC field,
includingsix-time defending
champs UNC

GARMENDIA

staff writer
The women's basketball team enters
this weekend's ACC Tournament in
Charlotte, N.C, on the heels of a topsyturvy season.
They beat three top-10 teams but suffered a five-game losing streak as they
posted a 17-9 record with a 8-8 mark in
the conference.

Friday, the sixth-seeded Lady Tigers
square on against third-seeded N.C. State
in the first round of the tournament.
"This is a must-win game," said head
coach Jim Davis.
Clemson is on the NCAA tournament
bid bubble. This season is similar to 199495, when the Tigers were 19-9 overall and
9-7 in the ACC but did not receive an
NCAA bid.
"I think we need to win this game to
even have a chance for the NCAA tournament," said senior forward Laura Cottrell,
who played on the 1994-95 team.
Clemson has the fourth-toughest
schedule in the country and is currently

ranked 11th in the RPI poll, a rating system which uses strength of schedule to
help determine the best teams.
"We have more quality wins this year,"
said Davis. "If we can win the tournament, we'll have a good seeding and the
chance to play at home, [in the NCAA
tournament]."
The Lady Tigers must first get by the
Lady Wolf pack, who have won their last
four games. They defeated Clemson 6453 in their Feb. 5th meeting at Reynolds
Coliseum in Raleigh, N.C.
N.C. State is led by Jennifer Howard,
SEE
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UNC still has Tigers' number
► Halftime lead disintegrates as
Tar Heels once again prove to be an
immoveable objectfor Tigers.

CASEY CREGAN

staff writer
The women's swimming and diving
team traveled to Chapel Hill, N.C, last
weekend with one goal in mind: to win
the ACC Championship.
Clemson held off six-time defending
conference champion North Carolina to
win the title for the first time since 1989.
Coach Bruce Marchionda was named
ACC Coach of the Year. He is the first
recipient of the award at Clemson in
eight years.
The Tigers earned three individual
titles and numerous second- and thirdplace finishes to snatch the championship from perennial powerhouse
UNC.
"This was a total team effort," sopho" more Wendy Henson said.
"The three individual titles helped,
but it was an entire team effort. We all
came together when we needed to and
came out on top."
Henson secured a first-place finish in
the 200-yard freestyle as she swam a personal best 1:47.76.
In addition, Henson earned third
place in the 100-yard freestyle with her
time of 50.79, which is the third-best
mark in Clemson history.
Two of the top Lady Tigers were freshmen.
Erin Schatz was the story of the meet
lor Clemson as she garnered two individual championships.
Her time of 1:59.95 in the 200-yard
backstroke is the second-fastest time in
Clemson history and was good enough
for a first-place finish.
She also added an ACC crown in the
100-yard backstroke with a time of 56.35.
Freshman Jennifer Mihalik placed
second in the 200-yard backstroke with
■ime of 2:01.09. She placed third in the
100-yard backstroke with a mark of
57.45.
Another top finisher was senior Sarah
Borowski, who swam the 1650-yard
freestyle in 16:49.11 and claimed third
Lice.
Magdalena Kupiec tied for third in the
200-yard breaststroke with a time of
2:18.56.
The 400-yard freestyle relay team of
Henson, Mihalik, Jennifer Daugherty
and Kathy Lowry finished third with a
ime of 3:24.29, the fastest time in the
event for Clemson this season.
"Our goal was to go into the championships and challenge and maybe surprise North Carolina," Henson said. "By
the end of the second day we started to
really believe that we could win. We all
stuck together and bonded, and it
worked out for us in the end."

MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor
North Carolina used a 14-4 run in the
first five minutes of the second half to gain
the lead.
The Tar Heels went on to defeat the
Tigers 76-69 Wednesday night in Littlejohn
sum.
Clemson built a lead as large as 13 points
in the first half and led 36-30 at the intermission.
"The first five minutes of the second half,
we let our offense hurt us," said Coach Rick
Barnes. "We took shots we didn't want and
we turned the ball over a couple of times."
Clemson could have jumped out to an
even larger lead, but horrendous free throw
shooting, 12-25, allowed North Carolina to
stick around.
"That was our game plan, to get to the

"We took shots we didn't want
and we turned the ball over a
couple of times."
RICK BARNES

Head coach

free throw line," said Barnes.
"We got there but we didn't take advantage of it."
Prior to the loss, Clemson led the conference with a 73.3 free-throw percentage in
conference games.
"You can't do what we did from the free
throw line and expect to win in this league
at this time of the year," Barnes said.
Terrell Mclntyre, coming off several subpar games, led Clemson in scoring with 24
points on 8-16 shooting and added eight
assists.
Merl Code added 16, hitting four threepointers. Greg Buckner, who left the floor at
one point late in the second half after
bumping knees with Harold Jamison,
scored 10.
Vince Carter led the Tar Heels with 20
points.
The contest was the last home game for
seniors Code, Brian Chester and Bill Harder.
"I'm just proud to be a part of this Clemson
basketball team and this Clemson tradition."
said Code. "This is going to be a very good
basketball team for a long time to come."
He's been a big part ofthis program since
I've been here," said Barnes. "It was good to
see him finish his career here this way. I'm
going to miss him."
Harder, recuperating from knee surgery,
dressed but did not see action.
"I don't feel cheated at all," said Harder.

ITS NOT OVER: Harold Jamison shown here at North Carolina fights for the rebound
with a North Carolina defender Tigers' loss Wednesday sets up a probable rematch with
the Tarheels in thefirst round of the ACC Tournament In Greensboro. N.C. next Friday.
"I've had way too many positive things happen to me here to complain."
The Tigers' loss sets up a probable
Clemson-North Carolina rematch in the
first round of the ACC Tournament in
Greensboro, N.C, next Friday.
• 1 wouldn't want to play them again,"
said UNC Coach Dean Smith. "1 don't want
to have to play any ACC team again. Do we

have to go?"
Barnes thinks the Tigers will need more
balance to advance very far in the post season.
"What we're going to have to have going
into the postseason is another scorer stepping up," said Barnes.
The Tigers' final regular season contest is
against Georgia Tech Saturday at 4 p.m. in
Atlanta.

